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PART I. GERMAN LOADING CONDITION'S UP TO 1920 
1. Introduction 
The loading conditions together with the specifica-
tions regarding the classification of airplanes, the struc-
tural materials and. their manufacture, the structural de-
sign of airplane body and p ower p lant, the equipment and 
the service conditions, form part of tho g oneral strength 
specifications for airplanes. TIley serve as mini mun re-
quiremonts for the stross Bllaly sis of now t~r:pcs and arc 
based upon the experience collected from older types dur-
ing actual service. 
The question of loadinG conditions f or airplanes al-
ways has been a very contentious subject. For, aside f rom 
the airplane, there is no o~her veh icle of transportation 
in which the net weight is so decisive for its economy, in 
which it is so absolutely essential that the weight of its 
structural components be reduced to the lowest permissible 
minimum, and there also is no other mode of transp ort in 
which insufficient strength has such disastrous conse-
quences. 
The pione ers of aviation, such as Langley, Lilienthal, 
Wright, Ferber, Etrich, already had some ineas as to how 
the wings carried the lond of the fuselage, T~ey conceiv od 
this load as evenly distributed across t ho sp an and propor-
tional to tho strength of tho wing in a mann er such as to 
be able to support this load in safety. In those days tho 
factor of safety (against failure) did n ot ~ave to be high, 
because these first airplanes were flown very carefully and 
.----- -~------~Die Entwicklung der Festigkeitsvorschriften fJr Flugzeuge 
von den Anfangen der Flugtechnik bis zur Gegenwart." 
Luftfahrtforschungt ~ vol. X, no. 1, June 21,1932, pp. 1-23. 
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for that reason they actually did not have to support 
loads much heavier than their own weight. 
It is true that the Wright brothers attained a factor 
of sB,fety of 5 against the normal weight, back in 1903, 
according to a letter sent to the French magazine L'Aoro-
phile (reference 1). 
Fo llowing Eiff ell sand Prand tl 's experi men t s \vi th ai r-
foi ls in the wind tunnel, in 1909, it became known that 
tue air loads are not evenly distributed across the wing 
chord, and that a groater proportion of the load is borne 
by tho leading odge of tho wi ng. 
Tllat ai.rplanos in turniag · or ill gusts havo to sup:oort 
groate r loads than their own weight was learned from wing 
failures as soon as airplrules wore able to fly higher and 
for longor distances, becauso here the probability of get-
ting into unfavorable flight attitudes waS naturally bound 
to bo greate r thall in tho first short hops. 
Very illuminating from this p oint of view is the com-
parison of the record flights with tho number of accidents 
(rofcro;:).ce 2) appended in table I. 
Table I . Rec:o rd s and Accidents - 1908 to 1913 
----_. ------
1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 
Speed (km/h) 65 77 109 133 174 204 
Altitude (m) 100 475 3100 3900 5610 5850 
Distance (km) 124 232 584 723 1010 1230 
Number of ai:q>1ane s 200 1300 
Number killed 1 3 28 64 103 140 
Number injured 43 70 32 54 127 
Number of wing f ailures 0 0 7 6 10 10 
._------- ------------_ .. 
---
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As a resul t, the question of stresses of e.irplanes 
in flight has ever since 1911, been a familiar topic of 
discussion in the technical literature. The "Commission 
de navigation aerienne" inaugurated se.nd-load tests for 
airplane wings in France in 1911. During the following 
years - 1912 to 1914 - Reissner, Hoff, Baumann. und oth-
ers in Germany, undertook a systematic test program of 
airplane stresses, theoretical a~d exp~rimental, which 
sub saquon t ly was t aksn over and con t inned by Hoff il: the 
D.V.L. (German Experimental Laboratory for Aeronautics). 
The results of those investigations formed, in the war of 
1915-1918, the basis of the load specifications for mili-
tary airplanes, published by the Inspection Branch of the 
Fli {sht Section. 
Originally the multiple of the airplane wei ght sup-
ported by the wing in form of sand load up to rup t ure, 
was called the "safety factor," and subsequently, "load 
factor," and the strength specifications "loading condi-
tions ll as in structural engineering. Apprehensive bec aus e 
of tho great numbor of accidents, the n~c8ssity of gov-
ernmental suporvision of a irplane dosign became soon ap-
parent. Beginning on October 8, 1910, a mixed commission, 
to which England, France, and Belgium su.bscribed, i~sued 
an llairworthiness certificate," which contained the regu-
lations for static testing , flight testing, as well as 
general design specifications. As to the expediency of 
such instructions, wh ich removed the responsibility of the 
builder to a great extent, considerable diver s ity of opin-
ion prevailed at first. Instead of the schematically d e-
fined minimum load factor, it now required formulas for 
analyzing the outside loads to fit the particular charac-
teristics of the p ertinent airpl an o, and flight tests for 
the determination of tho principal coefficionts (rofer-
ence 3). 
Evon in those days there were available for such 
flight tests, recording cable tensometers, extensometers, 
and accelerometers (referonce 4). 
But there were divers reasons why such exper iments 
did not gain much favor as time wellt on and finally led 
only to several special fi gures of the load factor rather 
than to the anticipated analysis of the stress procedur e. 
Apart from tho defects of t~e test equipment, the main 
roason was the erroneous po sing of the problems. one had 
expected to determLne definite relations between the prop-
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erties of the airplane and tne maxi mum stress in flight. 
Admittedly, there is a physical limit to the possi-
ble stress, which is characterized by the dynamic pressure 
in a divo, the maximum lift c.oefficiont and the maximum 
control force. But this limit is ordinarily so high as to 
bo put of consideration except for military and acrobatic 
airplanes. And the physiological limit of the stresses 
which a man Sitting down experiences for a short period 
probably lies equally so high as to be scarcely worthy of 
notice. Lieutenant Doolittle experienced accelerations 
as high as 11 g without injury (;eference 5). 3leriot 
coaceded the limit of the physically bearable accelera-
tion to be considerably lower and with that in mind fa-
vored a lower wing - strength. (S e e section ~. -p~ 18.) 
T4e aim, to obtain the required strength as exact 
f unction, is unattainable, first, because an economic al 
minimum useful load is a p rime requisite , and second, t h e 
physical and psychical qualities of the p ilot, the atmos-
pheric conditions, etc., cannot be predictod. It is only 
possible to establish corrolations between tho airplano 
characteristics, tho magnitude of tho s tresses, and tho 
fr equency of their 0 ccurrence, and. that on the basi s of 
statistical data. And f or such costly and trou-olesome ex-
p eriments, the necessary leisure was lacking at a time 
when the constructive development was to the fore. 
Thus it came about that up to now the strength or 
airp lan es has been largely ~ overned by specifications 
which, perforce, had to bo limited to t~e schomatic data 
of sever a l mini muhl figures, especially of tho load fac-





Nota t ion 
(k g), lo a d 011 f ront sp ar. 
(m) • 
(m) , 
It deflection of oable by oaQle t~nsometer. 
2, length of float. 
angle of attack relative to zero li f t di-
reption. 
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b (m),l.tirewidth. 
(m), .2. boat " 
(m/s 2 ), 3. brake decelera.tion . 
~ " angl a of the Vee. 
coefficients. 
c (kg), frontal resistance in case C. 
Co (kg), frontal resistance of ~pp e r wing in case C. 
eu (kg), frontal resistance of lower wing in case C. 
CWo' 
'Y. 
lift coefficient; c a max maximum lift coeffi-c ient. 
moment coefficient. 
moment coefficient of whole airplane for 
zero lift . 
moment coefficient for zero lift relative tD 
0.25 wing chord. 
coefficient of normal force. 
coefficient of normal force of horizontal 
tail group, 
coefficient of normal force of vertical 
tail group. 
coefficient of resultant air force. 
drag coefficient. 
drag coefficient of fuselage. 
drag coefficient at top speed in level flight. 
drag coefficient of whole airplane for zero 
lift. 
1. angle on cable tensomoter. 
(kg/m3 j. 2. specific wei ght of air. 
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D ( m) I. p ro p e 11 e r d i am e t e r . 
(m) 2. tire diameter. 
Do (kgm2 ), torsional stiffness of overhanging surfaces. 
d (m), diameter of control wheel. 
E (mkg) , energy absorption of landing gc ar. 
e, 1. base of natural logarithm. 
2. load factor. 
e sp ' load factor of tail skid. 
gliding angle; € = cw/c a • 
'TI. propeller efficiency. 
F (m2 ), win g area. 
FH (m2 ), area of horizontal tail surfaces . 
FHF (m 2 ), area of stabilizer. 
FHR (m2 ), area of el eva tor. 
Fs (m2 ), area of vertical tail surfaces. 
FsA (mG ), developed propeller disk area. 
F o (mG), overhanging area. 
f (m), total elastic travel. 
G (kg), gross weight. 
~ (kg), wing weight. 
GL (kg), landing gear weight. 
GR (kg). fuselage weight; GR =. G - GF . 
Gn (kg), static wheel pressure. 
Go (kg), weight empty. 
g (m/~), acceleration. ' 
H, 1. ex'pectancy .. 
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h (m). height of drop in landing gear tests. 
i (m) • radius of inertia of buckling supports. 
k,ko,k;a. coefficients 
~ (m) , 1 . wing chord. 
(m) , 2 . length of cable tensometers. 
(m) • 3. length under column load. 
(m) • 4. immersed length of float. 
tH (m), distance of c.p. of elevator from c.g. of 
airp1 ane. 
tHI (m), distance of 0.25 wing chord to 0.30 hori-
zontal tail surface chord. 
ts (m), distance of c.p. of rudder from c.g. of 
ai r p lane. 
( m) t dis t an ce 0 f c. p. 0 f D i 1 e ron fro m c. g. 0 f 
80i rp1 ane . 
(m), distance of f ront spar from leading edge. 
(m), distance of roar spar frOID leading edgo. 
(mkg) , momon t. 
(mkg), moment about lateral axis of airplane. 
(rokg) , moment about normal axis of airp lan e, 
7 
Mo 
(mkg) , moment about longitudinal axis of airplane. 
(mkg), moment of upper win g . 
Mu (mkg) , moment of lower wing. 
m (kg S2/m). airplane mass. 
ms (kg s2/m), mass of a prope ller blade. 
IDn (kg S2 /m), airp lane mass redueo d to direction of r,hock. 
N (hp.), horsepower. 
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n (1 /min) t 
n.nA ,nBt 
nR' 
n aR , 
naS' 
u cH ' 
ncS' 
w (l/s) t 
p (kg) I 
(kg) t 
Po (kg) t 
P (kg/m2 ) , 
PH (kg/m2 ) • 
PHF (kg/m2 ) • 
Ps (kg/m 2 ) t 
PR (kg /m2) , 
Q, (k g ) • 
propeller r. ~:) . r:1. 
load factor. 
load factor of fuselage, 
load factor of f~selaget case A. 
" s af e II load fa c t a I' f a It cas e A; n a s :-..: n a: S • 
load factor of hor izon tal tail surf a ces, 
case C. 
load factor of vertical tail surfaces, ca~ 0 C. 
angular velocity of rotation of airplan e oa 
pull -out. 
1. load i n {' • 
2. breaking load of t ire . 
maximum e l astic force . 
wi ne loading. 
load per u n it area of horiz ontal tail sur-
faces. 
load p er un it area of stabilizer. 
load per unit area of vertical tail sur f a c es . 
air pressure of tire . 
sand load .• 
aV 2 
q = 2(kg/m2 ), dynamic pressure. 
qAtqB,q C' dynamic pressure in cases At B, an d C. 
(kg/m 2 ) , 
qa (kg/m 2 ), dynamic pressure of g liding flight with 
extreme forward c. p .; qa ,.., q'min' 
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Povh 2 
--2-
(kg/rri)3 ) , 
(m) , 












(m/ s) , 
(m/s) , 






dynamic pressure at maximum level flight. 
pull - out raJ. i us . 
sp ecific we ight of air. 
specific weight of air a t sea 1 evel. 
spe cif i c wei Ght of air a t ceiling. 
1. factor of saf ety. 
2 . cable force. 
diameter of cable. 
stress . 
me a n wing chord. 
elevator-stabilizor chord . 
rudder chord. 
mean chord of u p per wing. 
mean cnord of lower wing . 
coefficient of gust stress . 
fl igh t speed . 
speed, case A; vas safe speed, case A. 
terminal speed i n d ive . 
maximum speed of unaccelerated horizontal 
f li gh t near g round level. 
1 anding s p e ed. 
cru i sing sp eed. 
probability or exp ectancy . 
1 . si nki ng spe e d a t l a n ding. 
2 . velo c i ty of a v er t ical gust. 
cen t rifuga l f o r ce o f prop ell e r. 
distance of elastic axis from leadin~ 
e d ge or wing. 
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2. The Problem of Safety 
Eefore proceeding to the strength specifications 
proper, it appears necessary to elaborate upon the ques-
tion of safety. 
Safaty in aviation is generally interpreted as the 
minimum possible frequency of accidents p er unit of flight 
distance or flight endurance. As seen fr om table II, the 
frequency of accidents per flown milo has dropped materi-
ally during twenty years of technical pr oGress. As a mat-
ter of fact, the frequency in German air transport acci-
dents has almost dropped to that of automobile traffic 
(reference 6). 
Among the flight accidents, wing failur es playa par-
ticul ar role, not only because of the catastrophic conse-
quences for the part icular airplane, but also because of 
the deterrent effect on the public at large. 
Table II. Accident Statistics (reference 7) 
-----_._--..,.....-----,-----.. -._--- -.... ----_._., _ .._--,---_._-_.-
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43 31 17 117 26 
54 607 46 59 4 59 1 6 112 9 
35** 2007 2961 274 19 1 23 17 269 7 
1790 455 ~,07 22 303 
-* 673 -* 
450 
I 28 65 1293 973 40 741 I -* 1255 -* 
__ ~_-_-._--'----.- .. :.....--..J.--_.-J......-.-'""-_ .. - ___ .. ... . ---1-._ ' ''._ .. _ _ 
*No data available. 
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In G'erman air traffic, for instance, only 0.66 per-
cent of all failures in i light were wing failures, but 
they produced 27.2 pe rc ent of t he fatali t ies. During 1909 
to 1910, 55 percent of the fatalities were caused by wing 
failures, that is, more than half. 
There is, however, despite what mD~ seem dep ressing 
at first sight, an optimum lower limit to this quota; be-
cause an excessively strong and therefore hea·;y a.irpl '-1.n e 
can eithor no longer fulfill its purpose - carry useful 
load. - or olso is endangered again by tho hi e-hor speed at 
land ing and take- off t as well as by the t~rcator exertion 
of the enb ine in flight . Since the final aim always will 
ba to bring the total a c cident expectancy to a minimum~ a 
certain amount of wing failures which, however, can bo less 
than heretofore, will have to be counted with as inevitable 
evon in the futuro. 
By safety in the narro~or sense is meant, in tho fol-
lowin g , a certain very small probability Wo of wing fail-
ure. This probability is for itself ag ain the su m of pr ob-
ability of material, manufact~re, design, and construction 
errors Wm, as well as of excesses Wb. of the desi gn 
strength by extra::leous forces caused by faulty pilotage, 
gusts, or vibrations. When flight wa s in its infancy 
Wm '" Wb (reference 8), i n contrast to Wm < Wb at the 
present, thanks to conscien t ious mo..teri a l inspection and. 
supervision of manufacture. Thus we put Wo ~ Wb in f irst 
appr oximation and d isregard f-1.n y eve n tually eXisting choi ce 
in the figures of the extraneous physical influen ces. Then 
the expe ctancy H, with whi ch e xtr aneous f orces re a ch in 
unit time the loael factor n, foll'ows Gauss' law of d.i s-
tribution (re f eren c e 9): 
2 
H = C e-k(n-l.) (1 ) 
Constants C and ~ are determinable when the expectancy 
of two load factors n1 and n2 is :!:-:n own . The cU.rve a 
in figure 1 is the expectancy of the extr au eous f orces 
(load f ac tor n) v c r sus the aver ago 1 ife of a n airl) lan 6 
(1.000 flight hour s ) by a n assumeU. probability of failuro 
Wb = 10"':'3 by load factor . n1 = 4 . 5 and. exp ect a.n cy H == 
103 of attaining the load factor n2 = 2 .5. Th ese fig-
ures a re app licable to wing stress only and corresp on d to 
t h o se reache d. in servi ce. The cour se of curve a, whi ch 
for the time being is amenable only to estimation, must 
later be more accur~tely defined from statistical data. 
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which were begun in 1931 on c:. large scale iCl the D. IT .L. on 
the basis of the special g ro1.l21c} wo rk of E. Seewald rmd t .l e 
writers (reference 10). 
I tis imp 0 s sib 1 e tog i v e a.n y r eli a b 1 e i 11 for ill a t ion 
a.bou.t tho cour se of the oxpo ct anc:y curve un til continuous 
measurements over a longer p eriod are aVB~lable. One sin-
gle flight ca~, owing to prop itious weather conditions and 
expert p iloting, become very r.. isleading (see curve all 
which was shifted IHlrallel cOjl J.' ormable to the rlurat:i.on of 
measurement). Curves band c are the fatigue strength 
in bending of pine wood and li ght metal (reference 11). 
It may be assumed that a test bar subjected to the actual, 
fluctuating stresses in an airp lane, has a strength great-
e r than the f a tigue strength. 
According to the latest investigations, on the other 
hand, the fatigue strength of built-up :parts, such as wing 
spars, is markedly lower than that of test bars, so ti'lat 
the curvos band c may be looked upon as a clue to the 
true course of the fatigue str~ngth. Because of tho viti-
ating effect of abJr.'Upt cross-sectional changes, the fati gu e 
strength of metal sp ars, for instance, can drop after about 
10 6 reversals to 15 to 30 percent of the fatigue strength 
of test tars (reference 1 2). 
:Below the exp ectancy H = 1, the s treng th may be con-
sidered as e qual to the st atic breaking strength. Th e 
strength of s t ructura.l compononts which are dimensioned 
for stability failure, curve d in figure 1, is practical-
ly unaffected by the figure H of the stresses. The safe-
ty diagram (fig. 1) reve a ls t ~lat by t he p resent short life 
of airp lanes (abou t 1,000 fli gh t hours on an average, al-
though some airp lanes of the Lu.ft Hansa have reached as 
high as 3,000 flight hours), a one-time occurrence of a 
hi gh stress if> decisive f or the probability of fat lure 
( cut a,d). The load factor 3 .6, or 80 p ercent of the lo ad 
factor at failure correspond s to tho relative expe c tan cy 
H = 1. Should the y ield limit of the illatGr i ~l be below 
this figure and permanent de f ormat ion be hel d i mmin ent, 
which would preclude any furtho r u so of tho airpl a ne, t h o 
parts original ly dimensioned f or str ess failure wo uld have 
to be so strengthened t hat t he yield limit is not ap preci-
ably exceeded up to load factor 3.6. I n acc:ord with the 
new strength specifications the :ield limit of t h e material 
must thereforo n ot bo reached at l e ss t h an 7 5 porcent of 
t he ultimata 1080(1 in German~·· ;,md Franco, and at 100 percent 
i n Holland and England. Wit~ longer life or esp ecially 
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unfavorable fa.tigue strength, i.e., parallel shifting of 
curve a in direction of tne abscissa. cuts of curves a~b 
or a,c are also ~ ossible. in which case the probability ' 
o f failure then becomes dependent upon the fatigue strength. 
Another certa.in probability of fa.ilure exists when 
curves a a nd b a?p roach each other, for they do not rep-
res Ln t exact functions but rather averages of point clus-
tern with a certain range of scattering. As protection 
a gainst this, one c a n either strengthen the parts designed 
for f ailure in stress or else limit the life span of the 
airplanes, so that f or the majority of the structural parts 
the p robability of failure Wb re mains equal to t he prob-
a~ility of the one-time occurrence of stresses which ex-
ceed the static strength at f ailure. 
Inasmuch as in light constructions the parts designed 
for stabi lity failure (sagging and buckling), predominate 
as a result of the split-up method of construction and the 
thin wall thicknes se s, the qu estion of sta.tic breaking 
strength in airpl ane statics is, moreover, of primary in-
ter es t. The parts de si gned for failure in stross form, on 
a \veight basis, a smaller quota a ::ld aro, for tho reasons 
stat ed abovo, and in order to make the failuro of tho wholo 
s truc tur u l as sombly i ndeponden t o f the unrel i ablo break-
in~ s~rength, esp ecially freely strengthened. A li gh t con-
struction of this k ind :9 0ssesses the valuable quality of 
being able to witnstand several loads up to close to the 
limit of failure witho~t injury. 
Exceptions hereto are s~ch structural parts a.s engine 
moun t s whi ch, in norme.l servi ce ar e exp 0 sed to enormous 
vibratory stresses, the expectancy of which may attain to 
H ~ 10 8 during the life of the airplane. In the face of 
such h igh figures, although co mmon enough in machine de-
sign, the fatigue otrength of test bars and still more that 
of built-up members, assume s very low figures, which then 
alone decide the p robability of failure. 
It was owing to the lack of methods for obtaining more 
a pp ropriate material charact oristics, that the breaking 
strength gained its foothold as reference quantity. Th e 
quotient of breakins strength and p ermissible theoretical 
s tres s wa s called IIfactor of safety." J3'u. t tho frequently 
astonis~ing he i ght of t h is factor shou ld n ot lot one for-
get that the d i ff erenc e betwe en t h e calculated safe stress 
and. the true fat i .:';11e s t r en{;t~l of the s true tur al par t can 
still -b e low in spi te of it l::..nder service conditions, and 
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that the height of the safety factor is rather an admission 
of the utter unfitness of the breaking strength as refer-
en ce quantity, for the ignorance of the true stresses, a nd 
for the inaccuracy of the stress analysis. And. so the 
breaking strength h [·vs at last been superseded by the yield 
limit, i.e., the stress at which 0.2 percent permanent elon-
gation of . the test length is reached. 
For all component parts stressed predominantly by stat-
ic as well as dynamic loads, which are designed for stabil-
ity failure, the yield limit has proved the appropriate 
reference quantity_ I~ some cases, as for wagon springs, 
for instance, the introduction of a safety factor became 
altogether superfluous. In bridge design the safety fac-
tor lies between 1.7 and 1.8 against exceeding the yield 
limit a~d against collapsing of short column mombers. When 
ono considers that on railv;ay bridges only very small per-
manent deformations for less than 0.2 percent are permia-
sible, that tho load variations, oven if minor, can fatigue 
tho material during the long life span of a bridgo and that 
finally sectional and structural changes due to corrosion 
are inevitable, there remains a psychological, i.e., math-
ematically unfounded safety factor, a figure which, if at 
all, differs only slightly from 1. So, when the calcula-
tion is based on high stresses of low expectancy, in bridge 
design, for examnle, wind velocities of from 45 to 60 m/s 
(148 to 197 ft.rsec.), and when all service conditions are 
allowed for, the introduction of safety factors could be 
omitted. Hence the insistent pressure which is being 
brought to bear on the elimination of a safety factor, 
which is merely a stop-gap in favor of the more rational 
dimensioning for probability of failure (reference 13) some-
what as shown in figure 1. 
When we reflect on the results of modern statistical 
data and probability analyses in many branches of science, 
hitherto inaccessible for causal correlations. it is justi-
fiable to anticipate marked progress in strength analysis 
also. and so increase the actual safety, re~dering the fac-
tor of safety, which more rightly belongs in the ambit of 
psychology, unnecessary (reference 14). Moreover, the Ul-
timate strength in airplane statics being itself of prima-
ry significance, considerations of probability of failure 
are hero particularly in place. 
The particul a r position of airplane statics has not 
al ways been clearl y reco gnized. Following the number of 
wing f ailures in 1 91 0-1 911. there was no lack of recommen-
" 
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dations for a safet;}' factor of from ~)-3 against the maximum 
occurring stresses s.nd for 1:.1tim8.te loal' factors up to 12 
(reference 15). Tn BHe prop os al s con ld not be realized be-
cause with the then existi:r..g .?.irplane types they were equiv-
alent to a donation of a priz~ 1' 01' use :::~1.1.1 loa.d. Up to 1926 
the general rule was to figuro wi t L. the '111 tims.to 10::J.d fac-
tor without specia1. l:r distinguishod sa.fety factors. And 
during the great war the ultimate load test o f a part 
p roved a reliable and economical check. 
As the number of airplane types increased, t:'1El number 
of pieces of each sori es d.ecreased and the now uneconomi-
cal ultimate load test was superseded by the static stross 
analysis along the lines of aridge design statics (refer-
ence IS). The tendency mentioned above, of strengthening 
the structural parts originally designed for failure i n 
stress being of more recent date, one of the first obsta-
cles encountered in the analysis was that the tension mem-
bers in the neighborhood of the ultimate strength no longer 
followed Hooke's law, upo n which the co~ve~tional brid g e 
design statics were based . Since fo r most materials Hookets 
law is still applico.ble by a stress e qua.l to half the break-
ing strength, the p ractice Wo.s to carry the static analysis 
through to 50 percellt of the breaking load, but on the oth-
er hand, to demand a safety factor of 2 a.gainst failuro as 
the strength of each individual structural co mp onent. 
Other than that the agreement between stress analysi s 
and ultimate load experiment is often surprisingly close. 
the sources of error are, in principle, the same when 
a) the proof of the stress is carried through for 
a service loading in which the assumptions of classi-
cal statics are still rigorously applicable an d ac-
cordingly the breaking strength of each separate con-
stituent is estimated, although properly this shOUld 
only be effected in connection with the whole structure; 
b) under the same premises which, of course, then, 
are invalid for part of the structural member, it is 
proved that all parts sustain the minimum breaking 
load demanded of the airplane. 
The first method is p referred in brid.g e design because 
no stresses are likely to occur which come anywhere ncar 
the breaking load. A bri dg e is even loss than an airplano 
to be considered a , structure of equal breaking strength. 
Contrariwise, stresses approaching or exceeding ultimate 
- -------------
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load, are rare for airplanes in free flight, although much 
more probable than in bridges. Si nce tne decisive empir-
i cal figure is the bre~(ing load f actor, while the safety 
f a ctor 2 was set up conforma bly to the approximate ra.ti 0 
of 0]: 0proper' method b) is generally preferred in air-
p l ane statics, and has recently b e on improved by the so-
c a lled stress- s train laws (reference 17). Admittedly, this 
a n alysi s of failure must be effected by fulfillment of a 
s t ipulated y iel d l imit. 
The loading conditions of sever al countries still 
c ontain the division of the ultima te load factor into an 
app arent or supposedly IIsafe" load facGor and a safety fac-
tor of 1.8 to 2, conformablY to method a). The p r eviously 
kn own concept, !lsafe!l load factor (reference 18), has t lle 
a dv an tag e of affording the d esigner legal protection, inas-
much a s it only requires him to prow an exact stress up 
t o st r esses below a certain limit while permitting him to 
e s timate t h e stress beyond this limit in accordance with 
t h e conventional met h ods of c a lculation. 
It was em~hasized that the calculation then conformed 
to conventional practice and it was also assumed that 2 as 
s af ety factor would be ample against material defects, in-
a c curacies in manufacture, as well as against short, ab-
r upt lo a d excesses. Logically tlshort. abrupt load excess-
e s " should be excluded from the s afety factor of airplane 
s t atics, if it really were to corr e spond to the safety f ac-
tor i n bridge de sign statics. ] ut accident investigations 
have s hown tha t even mi nute defec t s in material or its man-
u f acture may l ead to accidents an d the very fact that the 
majority of wing failures revealed no such defect s desp ite 
th e most searching investigation, lea ds one to believe 
t h at the stresses must actually have exceedod the theoret-
i cal breaking s trengtll. 
Any app reciable probability of material or manuf ac t ur-
i ng def ects in the main supporting members is, for a ir t raf --
f i c, at any r a te, untenable . And these defects become co n -
Si stently more rare as the D.V.L., for example, has proved 
b y i ts u lti mate load tests since 1913. Even a reduc tion 
i n st r ength t o 3 / 4 of the theoretical stren gth wou ld, ac-
c ording to the safety d iagram (fi g o 1) v ery prob ably le a d 
t o failure, b ec a u.se th o anticipated. expectancy of this 
s t ress is ab out 4 duri ng the life of t h e airplane (re f er-
e n ce 19). I t r ema ins t h er efore for t~e ai ~plane manuf a c-
t u rer to take over t h e ob li g a t ion f or t h e theoretical mi n -
i mum br e a k i ng st ren g t h b y a)p ropriate sh op inspec t ion and 
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to take pre c autionary measures for its maintenance even in 
protracted service. 
One remarkable feature is that the very countries in 
which this assumption is not at all, or only partially 
complied with, specify higher ultimate load factors for 
the same types of airplanes. 
It was also attempted to give the auxiliary term of 
"safe" load factor some physical meaning in the sense of a 
superior limit. As is known, metal t;os't bars undorgo, 
whon stressed beyond tho ol~stic limit, elongations in in-
creasing measure, wh icD remain after unloading. The elas-
tic limit (or proof stress) lies at practically half the 
breaking strength. Because of the fact that no permanent 
deformations - or if so , only to a slight degree - have 
been observed on metal airplanes in service, it wa s be-
lieved to be justified in concluding that the 1/2 brerucing 
load factor is not a t all, or on ly very rarel y exceeded. 
But this presumption is contrary to the actual behavior of 
airp l ane wings, which is more propi tious than th a t of a 
test bar for the reason that an airpl~~ e wing is, f or man-
ufacturing reasons , no perfect body of equal strength. 
The destructive load tests on wood and metal wings carried 
out by the D.V.L., revealed prop ortionality of ou tside 
forces and total deformations up to 80 to 90 percent of the 
breakin g load (reference 20) and frequently, a su r pr isingly 
close agreemont between tho theoretical and the experimen-
t a l breaking load. According to figure I, the exp ectancy 
of such high stresses may remain. < 1 durin g t he whole 
li f e of an airplane , wit h tho result that in most a irplanes 
no permanent deformations are observed even when the math-
e matical oxpectancy of reachi llg the "safe" load factor 2.5 
of the p resent diagrammatical example, amounts to 1,000. 
Exp erience with failures within the last few years togeth-
er with protracted wing- d eflection neasurements, however, 
leave no doubt that the "s e.i' e" load factor represents no 
superior limit of stresses encountored in service. The 
s af e load factor may be rat i.ler look ed u p on as a. stress 
s ti ll well reproducible in fli ght test, whose averag e ox-
pectancy during one hour of f li ght in the above example 
was accopted at H = 1. 
Th o introduction of "safo " load f a ctors and of safety 
f a ctor 2 was con t omp orary ltd. t:l a. mar:t.:ed. l1.p swi ng in n.ir 
tr aff ic in Germany, F rance , :-iol1an(1, ani!. Italy, s o that, 
asid e from the legal aspe cts a lready cited, psychological 
r easons may p ossibly a lso ha.ve actecl i n favor of t :'1 e IIsafe-
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ty factor." But to-day the number of purely t e chnical ex-
igencies for a division of ultimate load fa c tor into IIsafe" 
load factor and "safety factor" has dropped considerably. 
It is to be expected that the aims to reduce the probabili-
ty of failure. i.e •• raise the actual safety, begi~ with 
the exploration of the expectancy of the s tresses and their 
extrapolation by Gauss' distribution law up to failure, and 
thus become free, at least physically, from the concept of 
safety factor. 
In many cases it was found expedient to make certain 
parts of an airplane stronger or weaker than others adja-
cent to it; that is, to grade its probability of failure. 
Thus, it is a rule to figure the fuselage with a higher 
safety factor than the landing-gear struts, the latter with 
a higher safety factor than the wheel axle, or generally, 
tension members for greater safety than member 's stressed 
in compression. The analogy that lithe cha.in is no stronger 
than its weakest link" is not always applicable to the air-
plane because the stresses impressed upon it on the ground 
are vastly different from those encountered in the air. 
Since it is important to make tho total probability 
of accident a minimum. and at tho srume time insure a mini-
mum structural weight, spocial reonforcements are applied 
wherever any markod roduction in breaking or accident prob-
sbility can be effected by a small increase in weight. For 
illustration, it would serve no useful purpose to build an 
airplane wing stronger when the considerable additional 
weight necessary to accomplish it, if applied to other vi-
tal parts, such as tailor controls, would bring about a 
much greater reduction in total accident probability. The 
accident probability is especially great in landing gears 
and float supports, even though the results of such acci-
dents are selaom fatal. There one attempts to control tile 
sequence of failures by attenuating individual parts, and 
in that manner, protect the passengers as much as possible 
against injury. All these problems still await scientific 
treatment by means of statistical research. 
3. Start of Development 
France was the first country to realize the importance 
of the airplane, and the French Army acquired a number in 
1910. The experience gained from testing these airplanes 
resul ted in the establi shment of a minimum breaking-load 
factor n 
statique fI 
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for army airplanes, then called flind.ice d1essai 
(static test ind.ex) (reference 21). 
Year 1912 1 91 3 1914 
n = 3 4.5 
The stresses of an airplane in vertical gusts and by 
pull-out from a dive were first analyzed by P. J[1.mes (ref-
erence 22 ). B1eriot proved that wing failure due to pres -
sure from above is possible when sharply changing from lev-
el into gliding flight; however, he cautioned against any 
exorbitant load factor because the a c celerations t o which 
a aan, sitting down, is subjected, do not exceed 5 to 6 g 
(reference 23). W. Voigt computed the possible stress by 
pull-out from a dive (reference 24) at 
(2) 
Delaunay compar ed the stress when flying into a horizon-
tal gust (reference 25), with that in undisturbed flight 
and obtained as stress ratio (v + Dv) :v. From this he de-
duced tha t the fastest airp lane utilizes tho structural 
weight most evenly. Clarki9investi gate d the maximum wing 
stress by pull-out from a dive ( ref erence 26). :0 then 
integrated the flight path equations and arrived at the re-
sult that after a 300 m (985 ft.) dive the load factor 9.5, 
after a long er dive a load factor 11.5, is obtainable when 
the elevator is sudd enly displaced. 
These and other related pr oblems were exh aus tively 
treated at the safety meeting of the Permanent Commission 
for I~ternational Aeronautics, during its October 4- 6 , 
1 912 sessions (reference 27). 
Public interest in aviation in Germany found exp res-
sion in tho f ormation of the W.G.L. (Scientific Society 
for Aviation) and of the D.V.L. (German Expe rimental La.bor-
atory f or Aeronautics) tn 1 9 12~ Although tho pUl'ely aero-
dynamic problems had engaged Dr. Prandtl's attentton since 
1908, in the small model experi~ental station at G8ttingen, 
public interest now w~s ripe for the many other pr oblems 
in flight technique. T~e stress and safety of airplanes 
formed the subject of H. Reissne~ls report at t he First 
General Meeting of the V.G.L., on Octo be r 25, 1 91 2 (refer-
ence 28). Its impor~a.nce warrants an analysis. 
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Cw 0.052 0.084 o. 9 101 0.115 0.085 0.087 10.10 
- ----
I -i ! 
(kg X 2.20462 = lb .) (kg/m2 X .20481 8 = lb./sq.ft.) 
(kg/hp . X 2 .17442 = lb./hp.) (m/s X 3.28083 = ft./sec.) 
To visualize the notions of those days, we reproduce 
a 3 -view drawing of the then fashionable Albatros biplane 
of 1911 (reference 29). The wing had two spars, a front 
spar on the nose and a rear spar at 3/4 wing chord; its 
camber was 1:15 (fig. 2). The performances obtained with 
on e of this type along with six other entries, in the 1911 
German Reliability Contest, are tabulated in table III. 
The lift (c a ) and drag (cw) coefficients are com-
putod f or an assumed propeller efficiency of 0.60, and for 
an air density of P = 0.118 kg S2/m4 and plotted as + in 
t he p olar curve of figure 3. One noteworthy feature is 
that the airplanes at that time were not much inferior to 
t !1 e modern commercial airplan es despite what, according to 
modern conception, appears as quixotic shapes, as a compar-
ison of the + points in figure 3 with the polar curve of 
a mu ch later cOffil:lercinl uir olun o ( f i g . 4), reveals. Reiss-
_. " 
ner based his cnlculat ions on the Pr undt l-Foppl polar curve 
for a rectangular thin curve d p late (curve a, fig . 3). and 
a d.d ed cW..R = 0 .138 f or parasi te drag of fuselage and C011-
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trol surfaces. In this manner he obtained polar curve b 
for the whole airplane . Its drag coefficients are about 
twice as high compared with the test points + for full 
scale. This was probably due to the then little-known ef-
fect of the Reynolds Numbor of model testing. 
Reissner1s report first treats of the effect of the 
structural airplane weight as most important of the out-
side ' loads. On cambered airfoils the moment about the 
leading edge of the wing (coefficient cm) does not change 
prop ortionally to the lift; as a result the c.p . shifts 
when the angle of attack is changed and thus s t ressos the 
wing in varying fashion . For a two-spar wing of the above-
described type (fig . 2) the equations of the normal spar 
load s (f i g. 5) ar a : 
A + E = Pv
a 
F [ca. sin a] 1 2 cos Cl + Cw (3) Pv 2 
A 1a + :B 1b = 2 F 1 cm 
I ) 
In s t eady gliding flight under force of gravity, t he net 
airp lane weight is 
Pv 2 
G = 2 F =)'c 2 , a ( 4 ) 
The n ormal 
c ase: 
forces with 1a = 0, 1b = 0.75 1 ' are in this 
:B c m 
= G 0 . 75 c r 
A == ca cos a ::~~in~ ~ 
G cr G 
The maximum possible s t resses in the win g spars in 
still air are obtained, after a suggestion by Von Parse-
val, when the airp lane is pulled out at the hi ghest p ossi-
ble sp eed without loss of sp eed by rapid elevat or displace~ 
mente The highest speed is obtained as permanent state 
of , a continuous dive and follows from equation (4) after 
inserting the minimum value for cr. 
For the case of steady g lidin g flight and pull-out 
from a d ive the nor mal f o rc e s on the sp ars, given in table 
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Table IV. Nornal Forces Acting on Wing Spars 
-
a. 1-3 • 8 0 -1.8 0 0 0 2.5 0 50 100 15 0 20 0 
ar curve 'b Ca -.092 .088 .:,300 .5,16 .820 1.146 1.266 1.05 
fig. 3) Cr .826 .216 .358 ... 554 . ,8qO 1.180 1.32 8 l.i 66 
Cm .050 .111 .205 .270 .372 .432 .469 .455 
de A:G 
-.713 -.281 .080 .285 .389 .488 .500 .417 
issner) E:G .283 .984 .761 .649 .,584 .488 .471 •. 502 
e 
Parseva1 ) A:G 
-.83 -.31 .15 .81 1.71 2.98 3.43' 2 •. 56 
min=O.194) B:G .34 .76 l.~S 1.8~ 1 2.~6i 2.98 3.23' ~'\. 20 
-
J.._. __ . ___ 
In a steady glide the highest stresses in the spars 
occur at low lift coefficients. At ca = 0.3 the rear 
spar (13) has to take up 0.76 of the total load •. The speak-
er therefore recommends the analysis of this - later called 
"loading condition E, II - attitude of fligllt •. Tho c.p. is 
app roximately at 2/3 of the wing chord, the speed is about 
twice the landing speed, not of the normal.. The inclusion 
of a 33 0 gliding angle in this attitude of flight is nec-
essary because of a too high estimate of the drag coeffi-
cient. Apart from that, . the airp lanes at that time were 
a ble to reach a lift .coefficient ca = 0.3 even in level 
flight by full throttle • . (S e e table III.) This fligllt at-
titude was subsequently adopted to represent case E, espe-
cially in foroign countries. 
In pull-out f rom a diva the stress in tho two spars 
i s highest when ca = ca max = 1.27. The c.g. is then 
about 1/3 of the wing chord. This later became "load case 
A." The speaker, howev~r. believed this to be too unfavor-
able because of tho presumed constant speed while the air-
p lano changes from 0 to 150 angle of attack. The over-
loads should be accorded much more wei ght at low lift co-
ef ficients and the rear spar be considered as the point of 
danger. 
The production of the necessary elevator di~placement 
for rapid recover without loss of speed is merely a matter 
of applied manual effort and so mn ch more readily obtained 
as the airplane is smaller. Although s t unt flyi n g at high 
speed was t h en a rarit y , it b ec a.m e quite frequent a few 
y ears later. Th o n ormal f orces calculated for diving 
therefore rep reso l1 t t he sup erior stress limit for those 
.' 
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airplanes. (Compa.re the dashed line (- - -) of the highest 
possible stress in fig. 42~ 
Instead of this most unfavorable case the stress of 
the airplane is analyzed as it flattens out from a steep 
glide. The radius of flight path is to be " r ::: 136 m (446 
ft.) by an assumed leveling-off height of 40 m (131 ft.) 
and a path angle change of 45°, the flight speed v::: 40 
m/s (131 ft ./sec.). The acceleration in terms of multi-
ples of acceleratin~s g acting on the airplane at point A 
of the flight path, is 
v 2 
n = 1 + -- = 2.20 
rg (6) 
Later it became customary also to express the ratio 
of normal ac~eleration acting on the airplane to acceler-
ation due to gravity as "load factor n ." In particular, 
it was assumed that the highest possible wing stress was 
n times the stress in steady flight, a~ assumption which 
does not always hold good by rapid changes in normal force. 
During the transition from lovel to steep gliding 
flight the wing can bo impressed by pressuro from above, 
in which case the load factor n = - 1.0 is at point D 
of the flight path. (See fig. 6.) 
When an airplane describes a steady circular path in 
a horizontal plane whereby the wing axis slopes at angle 
~ to the horizon, the load factor is n = 1 : cos~. The 
limiting case in practice is ~ = 45 0 and the load factor 
is n = 1.41. In gusty weather the airplane is subjected 
to stresses due to changes in speed and in wind direction, 
regarding which no reliable data were available in 1912. 
Assuming constant airplane speed v the load factor in a 
horizontal gust with !J. v ::: 5 m/s (16.4 ft./sec.) fluctuat-
ing velocity is 
n = (1 + ~vJ 
v = 20 m/s !n = 1.56 
(7) 
v ::: 40 
" 
: n -- 1.27 
According to that, it looks very much as if faster airplanes 
suffer lower stresses in gusts. 
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The corresponding formula for directional changes of 
the wind (vertical gusts) would yield a converse result, 
that is, higher stresses for faster airplanes. The speak-
er merely intimates that a load factor n = 2 appears ob-
tainable in a directional c~ange of the air current equal 
to the steady wing incio_once, and recommends systematic 
and reliable m0asurements to decide all these problems. 
But in the meantime, that is, until such data are availa-
ble, he proposes the lond factors: 
n = 4 to 6 for upward acting forces and 
n = 1 for downward acting air loads. 
For the stress analysis of wing spars a uniform load-
ing toward the outside is recommended as a safe assumption. 
The loading across the wing ri bs is very unevenly distrib-
uted, ac~~rding to Eiffel's measurements. The safest way 
is to figure with a triangular load area whose apex is mid-
way between the tw-o sparso (See fig. 5.) 
The maximum pressure on the control surfaces is 
(8) 
which is reached at approximately a = 30 0 • But this for-
mula is deemed too unfavorable, because the airplane turns 
immediat ely under the pressure of the control surfaces, so 
that the actual angle really does not exceed 150 • Then the 
control surface loads are of the order of wing loads. 
Up to now the discussion has been confined to the com-
ponents of the air loads normal to the wing chord. The 
loads in direction of the wing chord are very small. Nev-
ertheless, practice has proved a substantial cross bracing 
of the wings as expedient. especially when contaating ~ith 
the ground. 
The engine mount is not stressed so very much by the 
propeller thrust, which amounts to 3.0 to 3.6 Nhp. (kg). as 
by the engine vibrations. 
Since poor terrain and bump y air quite often result 
in rough landing, one shou l tl not rely upon the pilot's 
skill but rather f igur e with an angle (- 0.1 to 0 0 2 of 
flight path to ground level. 
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The kinetic energy of the landing shock shall be ab-
sorbed by the work of the sbock absorber 
2 
E == !!!!'L- = k f Po 2 
(9) 
The factor k is c ontingent upon the elastic characteris-
tic. When the elasticity rises proportionally to the trav-
el (elastic shock absorption without initial tension ) , t h en 
k = 0.5; when with initial tension, k increases and be-
comes in the extreme case k = I, which, in fact, even 
the old hydraulic shock absorbers reached fairly closely. 
Putt ing k = 1, an assumption ordinarily not eventuating 
by the then existing sh ock- absorber types, even with con-
siderable initial tension, the impact factor is 
e = P o = 
mg 2fg (10) 
Conformably for a sinking speed w = 4 m/s (13.1 ft./ 
sec . ) and f = 0 . 2 m (0 . 66 ft.) travel , the impact factor 
is e = 4, whereas experience has also shown e = 4 with 
travel of f = 0.1 m. From t h ese two figures follows the 
sinking s p eed w = 2 . 2 n/s (7.2 ft. /s ec . ) with t h e "more 
correct" figure k = 0 . 6 . 
Intimately bound up with the loading conditions is the 
selection of the structural material and its permissible 
stresses, As a result of careful selection, poss i ble ~er e 
because of its small thickness, normal stresses of 250 kg/ 
cm 2 (3, 556 lb . /sq . in . ) for ash, walnut, and h ick ory, and 
150 kg/cm 2 (2,134 lb . /sq . in . ) for pine and oak are p ermi s-
sible, provided t h at really all stresses are taken into 
account, that the wood is dry and straight-grained, that 
no fibers are cut, and that it is protected a g ainst mois-
ture. As safe co l uhln strength, one may figure with an 
elasticity modulus of 1 30 , 000 kg/cm 2 (1, 849,055 la . /sq.in.) 
for best hard wood , and of 90,000 kg/cm 2 (1,280,1 20 Ib./ 
sq . in . ) for best soft wood, so tha t a safety factor of 
S = 3 is amply sufficient. 
For material of accurately definable property the p er-
missible stresses can be chosen so much higher as the break-
ing and notch impact strength , elas tic ity limit, and elon -
gation at ruptur e are greater. In any case, the p erL1i ss i-
ble stress must remain below the elasticity limit, to pr e-
vent the material from gradually becoming brittle and un-
reliable under rep~ated stresses . 
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Admittedly, the perc issible stress may reach the elas-
tic limit so much closer as the breaking strongth is above 
this limit and. the greater the elongation at rupture is. 
In case of buckling, a harder material with high elastic 
limit is to be given preference. As permissible stress, 
2/3 of that at which the material is permanently distort-
ed, is recommended. 
The strength of the complete airplane can be proved 
by a load test, the airplene being turned on its back and 
the wings loaded with sandbags. Now certain safety fac-
tors are necessary according to the excess loading with 
sand in relation to the weight which, while expedient are, 
however, not ~ltogether logical. For estimating the safe-
ty factor in tho technical sense, obviously all imaginable 
loadings should be included . The worthwhile safety factor 
is that at which all stresses remain below the elastic 
limit, i.e •• at which no permanent deformations remain af-
t er unloading. This demand is in no airplane construction 
complied with, because all use fittings which gradually 
st retch as, for instance, cable eyes, bolt holes in wood, 
steel cable, fabric covering, etc. A load test with actu-
al service load for the p urpose of using the amount of per-
manent deformation as a. meaSure of the quality, as is cus-
t omary in bridge design. is not feasible hero. Thus thore 
remains only a load test with a multiple of the service 
l oad. which is bost carried to failure, because it cannot 
be usod any longer after such a test. The destructive 
load tbnt gives certain indicat ions of how great, assuming 
a satisfactory life span of the airplane, tho service load 
mtty be. Advance in technique to a point where it is pos-
sible to design a structure without permanent deflection 
under sorvice load, should also enable us to offect more 
economical lo~d-tost methods on many airplanes without dam-
neing thom (reforence 33). 
In the discussion following this report. Baumann 
claimed to have obtained a record of 2.5 times the accel-
eration due to gravity with a s mall accelerometer of his 
own design in a pull-ou t from a glide with power on. He 
h eld it doubtful that pressure st rikes the wings from above. 
Fast airplanes and such with small angle of attack yield 
upon recovery a greater increment in loads than others and 
should accordingly be computed wi th corresp.·.ti>:u dingly high-
er saf ety factor. A g rad a tion of 8 to 12 times safety was 
therefore advisable. 
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Bendemann said. that t::~'3 ana.lysi s of the maximum wing 
stress which can occur w:'.ile flattening out from a glide 
with the desired speed, Dho~ld proceed from the fact that 
unoxpected disturbances so:netimes induce the pilot to ef-
fect irrationally abrupt control motions. He recommended 
as basis the maximum forco which can 'be produced by a. sud-
den pull-out into horizontal attit'lld.o. 
Von Parseval: rlThe demand to permit a "ving lo~dil1g 
up to 5.5 times its weight seems far-fetched. It j,s not 
very often that the assumed unfavorable factors occur si-
multaneously at their highest amount, a!ld lor extreme cases 
of that kind no airplane can be built. The oaximum wing 
load in flight follows from formula p = 0.075 v2 • where 
v is the possibly occurring grea.test endurance-flight 
speed." (This sp e ed would correspond to maximum horizon-
tal flight speed at ground. level.) 
Reissner evidently interpreted this referonce such 
that he introduced the diving speed and thu s obtained yet 
higher stresses t~an thoso objected to by Von Parseval. 
Barkhausen: "Loading tests to fa i lure he.ve, despite 
much expenditure, faile d to reveaJ. much information about 
the nature of structures, because the break occurs at the 
weakest spot, which in many cases could have been detected 
beforehand. It requires stress-strain measurements on many 
members simultaneously to specifically reveal whether the 
actual effect of the structuro co r responds with that as-
sumed in tho analy si s. /I 
This report and the subsequent discussion even at that 
time touched upon practically all loading conditions recur-
ring in later years. Especially worthy of note are the 
dewands for h igh safety. Reissner was in favor of breaking 
load factors of from 8 to 12 for tension members. and of 
from 12 to 18 for compression members; Baumann likewis e. 
for from 8 to 12; Hirth for factors above 10. Therefore, 
the ratio of maximum speed in level flight to minimum float-
ing speed was as a rule < 2 for the airplanes of that time. 
These safeguards underwent, as Von Parseval predicted, con-
siderablo modification when airp lan es were subsequently 
used for military purp o ses . 
Occasioned by the above-doscribed theoretical and ex-
perimental invostigations relative to the normal airplane 
accelerations, as iell as by the wing-stross tests ~ith 
sand loads, it became accepted practice thon to prescribe 
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a constant load factor in t x.e stress ana.lysis for new air-
planes, although all formulas givon for the load factors 
(4) and (7) contain the flyin~ s p eed. The freedoc of the 
stress analysis from the attainablo flight speod, while 
quito expodient, is, how'ovar, objoctiollablo ul:less tho 
speod of tho new airplano type roally is not hig;'lor than 
that of tho old type sorving as modol. 
The systematic research of stress and strength of air-
planes advocated by Reissner, was started in 1913-14 ~y 
W. Hoff, in the D.V.L. Unfortunately, the results of his 
labors were not published until later, because of the war 
(reference 30). 
In Jqly 1913, the W.G.L. sponsored a con t est for an 
"airplane accelerometer" which was to record normal accel-
erations at right angles to the wing chord, and which was 
to be used for investigating the stresses of airplanes in 
free flight. However, the contest could not be finishod 
because of the war. Accelerometers were not much in use 
in Germany, although Searle's photographic recording ac-
celerometer was used successfully in England (reference 31). 
Hoff uSQd Bendemann's force - metering box sketched in 
figures 7 and 8. The fear about mounting instruments di-
rectly on the main supporting members of a wing led to the 
design of a cable tensometer, shown in figures 7 and 8, de-
veloped from the tensometer of Lenoir and Pocton. The test 
cable under stress S was carried in a light bend over 
three stirrups, producing ill the middle the force P ::! 
2 S sin~. If ~ is very small the cable pull becomes, 
according to figure 7, 
s P t 
4 (a + s) 
The first exper iments with this instrument were car-
ried out in Fobruary 1914 on an Albatros-Taube which, be-
cau se its landing gear served at the same time as lower 
cabane for the wing suspension, wa s particularly suitaole. 
Two tensometers were fitted to t h e cables between the land-
ing gear. (See fig. 9.) There being n o danger of eXceed-
ing the elastic limit, it was parBi ssible to deduce from 
the stress reversal of one wing p art to one of the same 
kind in the wing itself. On the quite sluggish airplane 
the following load fa ctors were recorded: 
- .------------~--------------------------------------------------------
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Climb n = 1.07 
Gliding flight 0.94 
Lateral turns 
Flatt enin g out fro m a glide 
I n July 191 4 , the A1batros ] II, one of the oldest 
types of airplanen still flyi n g , was tested in the same 
manner (fig. 10) . Each half-wing had five test stations 
in the lift wires of the center section, in the wires lead-
ing from the rear upper spar to the engine as well as in 
t h e cross wires of tho contor soction (fig. 11). Tho wing 
area was 41 . 7 m2 (4 49 sq.ft . /, the gro s s weight during the 
tests, 830 to 1 , 000 kg (1,830 to 2,205 lb.), and the wing 
weigh t, 178 k g (392 lb.) . The speed, although not exactly 
measured, was around 110 km/h (68 mi./hr.). The cable 
forces a re tabulat e d in table V. The hi ghest load factor 
by pull-out from a glide is 
n = 1 652 = 821 2 . 01 
as comp ared to lovel flight. 
Table V. Loads on Alb a tros ] II (in kg) 
Left wing Right win g Total 
Cable No. 
----...--j- .. --r--
d 5 i d7 I f 5 i f7 I . f 9 d 5 d I f I f' I f' normal 
-------.---------.~-
QU 0 tao f nor-
mal comp onen t 
Level fli gh t 
Left turn 
Righ t turn 
Corksc r ew, 
left 
Leveli ng out 
from turn 
0 . 67 -0 . 5 6 
238 13 98 139 83 
2 69 ' 409 112 118 
26 9 415 150 85 
482 68 8 
403 658 5 2 23 
----------------r---+---~---~--
Glide 208 354 1 64 98 
7 5 I -, "'9 f orce 
L" 
0 . 46 0. 67 -0~5 61 C;46 ~:_ 
258 275 424 174 103 1 95 821 
2 51 2 61 442 1 5 4 95 203 866 
26 6 26 9 442 195 1091197 846 
33 6 446 738 - - 1 2 66 -
3 55
1
417 660 84 21 2 64 l55! 
251 2 n7 37 4 2 0 0 109 197 672 
204 I u - 148 628 ----------------~--+---~---~---+-----~--- ---.~----~--~--+---.-
Recovery from I I' 
gli d e 400 700 1 8 0 2 3 1 340 ~ 5 3 1 703 1 l20 12 2 52 1 652 
Landi n g i mp act I - - 2-18 1282 I - I - - 30 4 315 - -643 I I I I 
_. _______ .-!.._-..!..I_~ I I 
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Several indicator records are shown in figure 12. 
These measurements were of great significance for 
the development of the German airplanes. It had been 
proved, even if only on a low-powered airplane, that load-
ing· condition A (pull-out) produces the highest load fac-
tor n '" 2, 
Wing tests had been carried on by Hoff since 1913, 
but the results were not published until 1916 (reference 
32). The method of wing stress analysis was already brief-
ly described in the first yearbook of the D.V.L., namely: 
wing-stress tests were carried to failure because many de-
tails of the airplane were not yet sufficiently developed 
and not in harmony with the whole. Once this stage of de-
velopment has been overcome, we shall be able to estimate 
from the destructive tests of individual parts and from 
the behavior of a wing under moderate loading, whether the 
mathematical assumptions hold good. 
This stage of development was reached about 1928 (ref~ 
erance 33). 
In static tests the reversed wing is loaded with dry 
sand conformably to the magnitude and distribution of the 
forces. The deformations are photographed or written on 
vertical planes as shown in f igure 13. At, the first sign 
of failure the wing must be shored up, so that the cause 
of failure may be ascertained without incurring further 
damage. After the damage hes been repaired the loading 
is continued. ~~ this fashion it was possible to detect 
up to five weak spots in succession and to effect a marked 
increase in strength by a slight increase in weight. On 
the . premise that the wings support themselves in flight 
the breaking strength of the wing is 
s -- (11 ) 
The load factor n depends upon the qualities of the 
airplane, of the pilot, and the weather conditions but de-
fies for the time being any r eliable estimation and can 
therefore not be used as criterion of the structural safe-
ty. It appears much more si mp le to put the load factor 
n = 1 and thereby select the known stress in undisturbed 
level flight as measure of t h e breaking stress. 
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The thus defined safety factor is identical with the 
breaking load factor nBr and does not represent a safety 
factor in the usual sense. 
T~e firs t tost wing of a monoplane ( f ig. 13) broke 
under 1,344 kg (2,963 lb.) total load by buc~ling of the 
rear spar. The wing was to support 400 kg (88 0 lb.) in un-
disturbed fli ght. The breaking load factor was n:Sr"" 3.8 
and did not come up to the demanded requirements. Then 
the right wing spar was suitably strengthened, after which 
the wing carried a total load of 2,975 kg (6,559 lb.) with-
out breaking. 
After this experience a third wing of lar g er dimen-
sions was designed. (See fig. 14.) The break occurred un-
der 3,000 kg (6,614 ~b.) load by buckling of rear spar near 
the fuselage. A subsequent check yielded for t h e ash rear 
spar a flexural strength of 797 kg/cm2 (11,336 1b./sq.in.) 
wi th a combined compre s sion strength of 134 k g/ cm2 (1,906 
Ib./sq.in.); but t h e actual stress might have been lower 
as a result of inconclusive assumptions about the spar 
mounting. The breaking load factor was 
30 00 
= 6.95 50 0 - 67.5 
Figure 15 shows the deflections of the leadin g edge of the 
wing ft the d ifferent load stages of 400 kg each. 
The results of theso experimonts, bogun in 1912, in 
n2beritz, and subsequently transferred to Adlershof, were 
the "sp ecial airplane requi r ements" in 1913, demanded by 
t h o military authorities. 
Apart from general regulations, they contained tho 
following strength specifications: Until furt h er notice, 
all airplanes shall have a f actor of safety of 5 against 
pressure from below; airplanes with a speed of more than 
1 20 km/h (75 mi./hr.) a factor of safety of 6. This on the 
b a sis of sand loading evenly distributed over the wings. 
Th e breaking load is figured fro m the J.oadi n g and the wing 
weight. The military load fo r' all airpJ,.anes consists of: 
structural woight, water, fuel, and o i l. and 200 kg (440 
lb.) useful load. 
The military aut h orities shall from ti me to time se-
lect certain airp lanes f rom among a series of delivered or 
ordered airplanes for static breaking tosts. 
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A salient feature is the grading of the ultimate load 
factor according to the speed obtainable in horizontal 
flight. The quotient 
s = ct. +~ 
G (12) 
was called "safety." Hoff, in March 1914, suggested that 
t h e safety or the ultimate load factor would be more cor-
rect if computed according to equation (13), and obtained 
with due allowence for mean wing weig~ts, which correspond 
to the "special requirements,1I a breaking load factor of 
5 .75 for monoplanes and of 6.41 for biplanes. The airplane 
manufacturers countered this by saying that airplanes with 
safety factor of around 3 had taken care of any emergency 
and that a sudden raise in safety by double would result 
in excessively heavy wings and they advocated the breaking 
load factor of 5 in conformity with equation (13). 
4. Loading Oonditions During the War 
At the beginning of 1915, that is, shortly after the 
beginning of the war, the Inspection Branch of the Army 
Air Corps is sued its "Specifications for the Design and 
Delivery of Military Aircraft," which contain tho following 
strength requirements: A safety factor of 6 is required 
f or the strength of the wings against pressure from below -
this on the basis of a sand loading which corresponds to 
the air pressure distribution over the wings. The safety 
factor S is computed according to formula 
(13) 
The wing weight includes the braCing wires, etc. The mil-
itary weight constitutes net airplane weight, water, fuel. 
and oil t and the momontary useful load. 
For breaking test the ai r plane is so supported at the 
points for -engine, fuel, and seats that the force of grav-
ity on the wings is at the same angle as the resultant of 
the wind forces in flight. The fu sela~ e must have suffi-
cient streng th a gainst flexure and torsion (triangular 
cross sections prohibited). 
- I 
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The engine mountin g mu st be solidly connected with 
the continuous longerons of th e fu sel a g e (bull). For stat-
ic eng ines the landi ng ger: .. r must be strengthened. Wings 
a nd tail surfaces must, bas icall y. be indepondent of land-
ing g ear and tail ~ skid. Speci a l care must be taken toward 
solid suspension of win g s, tail surfaces, and their t rac-
ing to the fuselage. The main lift wires must be strong 
enough so that none will break f irst in load t es ts. The 
steel turnbuckles must have a strength of ono third great -
er than that of the wires. 
By "se.f ety factor" is a g ain mean t the bre a.k i ng load 
factor. Th e 1915 sp ecifications, quite inadequate f or 
modern conception, were soon amend ed after publication, as 
follOws: 
The strength a gainst failure from below re qui res a 
safety factor of 4.5; in multi-engine airp lanes, a s~fety 
factor of 5. This s p ecification was ba.sed upon orroneous 
concept i on s about s t r 0 s se s in 1 arge airplane s bccau.s a of 
lack of experience. 
W. Hoff, in his report on the strength of German air -
p lanes (re f erence 34) published in 1922, voiced himself as 
follOWS: 
"In ev ery bran ch of scien ce the stress analys is of the 
structural p arts is pr ec eded by investigations into the 
maxi mum s ervice loads . Its r e sults are co r rola t e d with a 
s afety f a ctor depending upon the type and exp e~tancy of t h e 
lo ad , so as to aacerte.in' the breaking strongth of the struc-
tural part. The safety f actor is chosen so hi gh that the 
elastic limit is in no service att itude exceeded, thus 
avoiding perman ent do form a tions a.t all times. The maximum 
loading of an airp l an e defies reliable estimate and can on-
ly be judged o n the oasis of cO Inl; arisons. The 1914 measur e-
ments on the Alb B II have shown that a static load twice 
as gr eat a s the service load can occu r. III li ght and eas-
ily handled airp lanes (pursuit). this f i gur e shoul d be hi g h -
er; in multi-eng ine airplanes, lower. Th ese service mu lti-
p les of the static load s h ou ld, st rictl y sp eaking, be mul-
tiplied by a satisfactor y safety fact or. Til en t h e multi-
ple of the static load is ob tai n ed which is decisivo for 
the analysis of the breaking strongth. In airplan e design 
the method of fi rst choosi ng the service multiple by o n e 
figure an d then the safety f ac t or b y a second fi gur e, has 
the gr eat d isadvantage that an a greement between solected 
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figures must be effected twice. It was there f ore decided 
to agree to the sum of the two figures, but to leave the 
question, into what factors these products could be divid-
ed, op en. Unp ropitiously in airp lane design, the product 
is often called safety factor, a n d must be guarded against , 
because it may create false conceptions about the actual 
structural strength of an airplane. The following consid-
e ration at that time yielded the 4.5 times breaking load: 
liThe elastic limits of the p rincipal materials used 
in airplane construction - wood and steel - diverge very 
considerablY from the breaking strength of these materials. 
F or curved wood (wing spars), figures much le s s than 50 
percen t of the breaking strength are in order. For steel 
the figures are higher, depending on its hardness. H. Dor-
ner and E. Heller, who were responsible for the strength 
of airplanes. suggested ·to assume the elastic limit f or 
wo od at about 1 5 percent of its breaking strength or, com-
put e d with the scale of the load factors, at twice the load 
fact or. Ther inferred that then the breaking strength 
would be 2 4~0 = ~ 4.5 times the load, This is also ap-
pli cable when wood of less than 45 per cent breaking 
strength is us e d , since the s tress in a spar in buckling 
and bending is n ot p ro p ortional but increases at a higher 
rat e than the loads, so that even by double the load fac-
t or i tis s ti ll 1 e s B than 45 per cell t 0 f t h e b r 0 ak i n g s t r 0 s s 
and, c on se qu~ntly, below the el ast ic limit.1I 
Reissner and Schwerin published a comprehensive report 
on the stress analysis of airplane spars, in 1916 (refer-
enc e 35). 
The writers fail to see in literature a stress analy-
si s on airp lane wings in accord with the modern methods of 
statics, such as i s used in bridge design. 
There are three kinds of tension members in an air-
plan (bi p lane) wing: 1) spars or flanges, 2) uprights, 
and 3 ) oblique members (wires). The first two are stressed 
in bending and buckling and there f ore dimensioned as to be 
little subjected to length changes. But the oblique wires 
stressed only in tension are ver y elastic and of great 
str ength, hence subject to much greate r length changes. 
The results are marked angul ar change s in all triangles of 
the system and through it considerable b ending moments of 
th e spars, which, ow i ng to t h eir additive load by the lift 
fo rc es and their restricted height, are subject to consid-
----------------------:-::-;;---;- -~---:-------------------~-
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erable defle c tions . Through the column stress of the spars 
the proportionality existing in other trusses between loads 
and stresses is lost, so that the question of actual factor 
of safety of a wing demands a sepa~ate analysis. 
The loading conditions should be as elementary and 
comprehensive as consistent with the safety and light 
weight of the system. 
The spar loads for the polars in fi gure 3 are comp uted 
conformably to equations (3) to (5), because they mathe-
matically confirm the practical theories about the great 
load on the rear spar from below and on the front spar from 
above, and. do not seem to be a Ilpreciatod enough. (See f ig. 
16.) Tho curves reveal a marked do~nward load on the front 
spar (A > 0.875 G) in diving and an up\Vm~d load (:s > 
0.75 G) on tho roar spar . Then follows the static calcu-
lation of a lift truss on a biplane and two monoplanes. 
First. the principal strenses of the lift truss are co m}Ju.t-
ed for hinged joints and the continuous spars as bendi~g 
resistant beams with stated support deflection with due re-
gard to column effect by tile principal stresses. The anal-
ysis is carried out with an assumedly constant modulus of 
elasticity (Hooke1s law) for load factors 1 and 3. and 
shous the bays in w~ioh the stresses as result of column 
effect increase faster than the loads. These and other 
similar calculations were submitted to the D.V.L. The In-
spection Section later demanded tho stress analysis in 
proximi ty of tho breaking load. al though not only the -ouck-
ling limit lies in t h is range but it is also no longer p on-
sible to speak of constant elasticity modulus. Reissner 
and Schwerin consistently advised against this request. 
but the authorities attached some significance to these 
fictitious calculations because they believed to gain from 
the comparison with the actual breaking test, some points 
for refinement of the design specifications . 
However, the agreement of these IIfictitious calcula-
t i on s" wi th breaking to s t s was of t en rernark 9.bly close. "So 
that even to-day such breaking-lo a d calculations are much 
in favor in airp lane-design practice. 
The 2d edition of t h e BLV. in 1 916, attempts to con-
form to the above outlines of Reissner and Schwerin. rela-
tive to the loading conditions. The d eveloP illent of the 
loading conditions and of tho airp lano analysis has boen 
in the hands of Hof,f. Madolung, and van Gries since 191 6 . 
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The majority of the German military airplanes was designed 
according to the 1916 BLV specifications, which are repeat-
ed here verbatim. 
The 1 916 3LV Sp eci f ications 
.A wing strength which is a multiple of' the loads in 
level flight, is demanded against air loads in pull-out, 
glide, at the nose and from above. The gross weight by 
full load, i.e., with load empty plus momentary useful load, 
snall be introduced. 
Figure 17 pictures the directions of the air loads and 
table VI, the required multiple. 
Table VI. Prescribod Strength against Air Loads 
(structural S~fety) 




Gli d e 
Frontal pressure 
Excess pressure 
load A 5.00 4.50 
"B 3.50 3.00 
"C 2.50 2.00 







___ 0_-- ___________ 0 ____ _ 
The strength against air loads (structur~l safety) 
shall be proved by static analysis. 
If necessary the wings shall be tested with sand loads 
equivalent to the air loads. The safety factor is computed 
according to formula (13). 
Landing gears shall not form any inside part of the 
lift truss. All parts which are easily damaged, such as 
turnbuckles, struts. and attachment fittings shall have an 
exce s s breaKing strength of at least 200 kg (440 lb.). 
The tail skid must form a saparate unit. 
Prescribed breaking strength of movable and fixed sur-
faces: 
1. Fixed surfaces (alone, without ~ovable surfaces) 
300 kg/ma 
2. Fixed surfaces attached to movable (fixed surfaces 
not loaded) 150 kg/m 2 
L I I 
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3. BalanceQ movable surfaces not att~ched to fixed 
surfaces: E and D airplanes 200 kg/m 2 
C, G, and R airplanes 300 n 
(kg/m 2 X .204818 ~ lb./sq.ft.) 
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The strength of all parts of the controls must corre-
spond to these movable surface loads. In addition, hand 
controls shall correspond to a breaking load of 80 kg 
(17.6 lb.) and foot pedals to a divided breaking load of 
300 kg (66.1 lb.) (eccentric for hand wheels). 
The control~ shall be rigid enough to insure ample 
clearance for operation even by breaking load of elevators. 
The control frictiom by breaking load shall not exceed one 
fifth of the control forco. 
The fuselage shall be sufficiently rigid in bending 
and torsion, especially in the region of the cockpits. 
The engine longerons must be so placed that shocks 
are immediately transferrod to the whole engine and defor-
mations of the fuselage (hull) do not affect the engine. 
The main fuel tank is to be sol idly anchored. To p'ro-
tect the passengers when nosing over or capsizing the mount-
ing from the front and upward must be able to sustain twen-
ty times the weight of the full fuel tank. 
The landing-gear struts and, if no buckling supports 
are provided, the strut soc~ets at the fuselage shall be 
detachable. Tho height of the landing gear is prescribed 
as follows: 
With a tractor propeller, when the plane of the wing 
(measured near fuselage) is level, the ground clearance 
must at least be 20 centimeters (7.87 inches). The same 
applies to pusher propellers with tail skid on the ground. 
The shock absorption must be at least 0.21 times the 
airplane weight (mkg) and 0.32 times in the absence of tires. 
The elastic travel must be prov-ided with a stop. 
The tail skid while elastic and movable sidewise, must 
be stable. Its absorption must be at least one eighth of 
that of the landing gear. 
I"f , . ,(' ... ',' 
All wires, cables, etc •• especially the eyes, must be 
tested to 0.5 breaking load before installation. 
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Adjustable safety belts must be provided for every 
passenger. The belt must be 15 cm (5.91 in.) wide and be 
able to hold the body by a pull of 300 kg by 10 cm stretch. 
The attachment to the fuselage must have the same strength. 
S tat i cAnal y sis 
1. The cross distribution of the air loads and masses 
across the span of upper and lower wing assumed according 
to the design drawings and the weight analysis. Compar~­
tive analysis with various assumptions of lift decrease a.t 
wing tip, distribution of loads over the panel ~oints. 
2. Analysis and stress diagrams of main and inside 
wing truss. 
3. Proof of strength and safety in buckling of spars 
and wing tubes, struts, and internal members, wires, turn-
buckles, fittings in comprenensive tables with data on ma-
terial strength, elasticity, elongation, lengths , section-
al areas, inertia, drag moments, and on the forces, moments, 
stresses, column and breaking strength of each member. 
By column and breaking strength is meant the ratio of 
the existing to the required strength. 
The analysis shall be made for the four loading con-
ditions and that of the control system, with the given 
loads. 
The stresses of spars in bending and buckling shall 
be computed according to H~tte, vol. I, strength of straight 
members, or according to formula 
S M = Mo S _ 1 (14) 
where Mo = moment without buckling, S = column strength, 
or else according to M~ller-Breslau"s "Graphic Statics," 
vol. II, no. 2. Proof must be given that the stress of a 
strut bent through 1/200 of its length under impact, under 
full load does not exceed the elastic limit. 
Short members stressed in buckling shall be computed 
according to Tetmajerts formula. The minimum strength as 
defined by test is to be used as material strength. The 
special material is used, test samples shall be submitted 
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which admit of comparable measurements. 
Now that a mathematical proof 0: the strength was pre-
scribed, it was possible to consider several load cases. 
Before that time one breaking test sufficed (for case A), 
because the destruction of more airpla.nes for further load 
tests would h~ve been prohibitive. The c.p. displacements 
had to be disregarded because of lack of sufficient wind-
tunnel data, and the mean values used instead were no t too 
propitious. The A case about corresponds to the attitude 
by maximum lift coefficient c aA ~ 1.2, the B case to 
gliding by caB ~ 0.3. The minimum resultant of the air 
load in n div e of airplanes at that time being estimated 
at c r min"'" 0.10 to 0.17, the breaking load fact or for 
case:S is 
,..., 6 to 10 c a B 
= 1.8 to 3.0 (15) 
an assurance for the strength of the wings by pull-out at 
high speed in the B-case condition, so long as the maximum 
acceleration to which the pilot is accustomed is not ex-
ceeded. 
Another explanation of case :8 is, that in the relia-
ble airp lanes at that time the fron t and rear spar were of 
about equal strength for structural reasons. (See fig. 2.) 
Owing to the c.p. disp lacement, the breaking loads of such 
a wing i n case A and case B were a p proximately as 3:2, 
as proved by Reissner in his report, cited above. He n ce 
the next step was to retain the ratio of breaking-load 
factor n:s:nA = 2:3. 
Whereas, aerodynamically, the B case is justified on-
ly by the first -quo ted consideration, o~e finds later in 
all loading conditions a constant ratio of the load fac-
tors 
which, for acrobatic and other ai~p lanes with high o a se-A 
load factor, leads ' to Cl-n unnecessarily great and no long er 
usable case-B strength, when for CaB t h e figure 0~3 or 
the often still lower lift coe f ficient for maximum level 
flight is used • 
. The D.V.L. in -1927 measured c r min = 0.115 in ~ dive 
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on an acrobatic airplane o So the p ossible load factor is 
n] "" q caB = 2.7, whereas a ? 2 breaking-load f [tctor is 
demanded. R. Voi ~~t (reference 3 5) put tlJ.e load factor at 
n = 10 oa' and likewise arrives at t he result thati;he 
welL-known loading conditions f or pursuit airplanes re-
qui:re a too hi gh case-B s t rellg t h . Th:' s a ssumption i,; o.lso 
unfavorable for commercial air:p l ar, e s bec8'.lse t h ey sec,treely 
hav o a sp o ed at which the streng th of C 9. Se :3 i s full ;" ut i l-
ized . For modern wings with high torsional sti ffne~n or 
wi n g sections with fixed c.P •• the case :8 has, moreover, 
lo s t in si gnificance an d its importa.nce n ow is restric.ted 
t o th e cl as sic two-spar type of win g s. 
A n otable feature is the oblique d i rection of the 
f orce in t h e case-3 load ing, which was det e rmi n ed kno~in g­
ly f rom th o wind-tu n n el average s in or d or to insure p..illp l e 
r i g idity of t h e incidenco bracin&. 
I 
No account was t a k en of the a t tainab le diving spee d 
a n d t ho wi ng p olam in th o C c a so, bu t a b r 0aki~ g tor que 
of t h e wi n gs of at least 1.0 to 1 . 67 (G - GF) t to b e 
t aken u p by the fu sela~ e was dema nded, which wa s to t e.:.:: e 
c are of t h e most unfavorable cases. 3y assuming a mo me n t 
coef f icien t c m = 0.1 an d a safe t y factor of 2 for d iVin g , 
t he min imum co ef ficients of t h e r esi"ltants of t h e air lo a ds 
g iven previou sly, are obt a inea . 
Owing to the absen ce of numeric a l stability data i n 
t h e ELV specifications , t '!: le sUiilIilar y establishment 0-: b reak -
ing lo a ds per uni t area of t a il surfa.ce was t:n e cause of 
t he tend e n cy toward s maller control su rfaces with le ss 
span which, aerodynamically, were not e ff ective enoul) .1 . 
The 1 a nding ·g ear was to sus t ain a 1 an cli ng at 2. ~; ill/ s 
(8 .2 ft ./sec.) sink ing sp eed on l evel ground, and t h e e ll -
e r gy absorption was to be accordi n gly. Sufficient tr ~v e l 
t o lower t h e stress whe n p assing ovar obstaole~ wa s ~ ot 
p r ov i d e d f or until l at er. 
Wi t h the aim of ma k ing t h e r e gulatio~s, a s ~ i !Ilpl e 8. S 
p o s sible, t h e tests we r e all st at ic t ests, po dynamic t e st 
of the f orces in the wh ole airp l an e bei ng de ma n ded. I n -
s tead it was assumo d that, fo ~ e~amp le, the fuse+ a ge wa s ' 
r e s trained at approp riate p oints analogous t o t n e load 
t ests. Al t hough the 1 91 6 EL V did not mak e s p ecial me n tion 
of it , on e gen erally fj. gure d t ha t in bip l a.nes t h e u1Tp e r 
wi ng h ad t o car ry 1.1 ti mes, and t ~e lower win g , 0 . 9 time s 
t h e win g load ing . 
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Based upon war experiences (Germany alone built more 
than 40,000 airplanes) t :le BLV re gul.<.ttions were revised in 
1918, by Hoff, Madelung, and Stelmach owski. Tho st rength 
specifications were sep arated from the design specifica-
tions and a ppon tl ed as IIGuiding Princi~f!les for Strongth 
Proof of Airp lanes." 
The 1918 odition revealed .~ any modifications, a lthoue h 
t h o fundamental principles had -l' ce n l~ctainod . 3c cauGc of 
t ~1. e insistont demand for climb and ceiling, which was lim-
itod by t h e p ower of the available engine types, t~e num-
ber of desi gn t~~ es did not exceed 100, but they wore built 
in l [1. r g e series und a world. o f exp e ri ence wus accumulated 
in a short time. To-day the nUI!lber of d. esi gn types is 
greator, t h e output p or t yp e scaller, and the selection of 
the right loading condition mor e d ifficult. 
Desi gn and Delivory Sp ecifications (3LV) , 1918 
Main load cases for wi ng s 
The analysis shall be mad e for f our main load cases, 
conformably to the &ifferent fli ght attitudes. Direction 
of loads and p oint of ap~lication arc sh own in figure 18. 
The mini mum theoretic a l break ing load is the multi?lo of 
tot a l weight minus wing wei ght, g iven in table VII . 
Airp lanes falling into cate g or:i.es I and II are exempt 
from inverted fligh t test (D case). 
The load factors given in table VII a pp ly only f or 
mathematical proof when the plate effect of the covering 
o f the ed g e and in t ermediat e strip s <lnd of the ribs on the 
spars is not allowed for . 
Th e se propitious effects gain full v a li dity in the 
strength t e st. In deferenc e to that the strength test is 
g overn ed by the load factors a~ponded t o table VIII. 
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Table VII. Applied Loael Factors 
---1----- categor-;.----·r-- -A';;ii8d l~~d-f~to;----
lITo.' I D case 
Status 1918 edition A case B case C case inverted 
BLV pull-out glide dive flight 
Airplanes wi th 
I gross wei~ht over 
5,000 kg 
II gross weight exceed-
ing 2,500 to 5,000 
kg (useful load 
1,000 to 2,000 kg) 
III gross weight 2,500 
to 4,000 kg (useful 
load 800 to 1,500 kg) 
IV gross weight 1,200 to 
2,500 kg (useful load 
400 to 800 kg) 
V gross weight up to 
1,200 kg (useful loadl 
up to 400 kg) . 
(kg X 2.80462 = lb.) 
2.5 
4.0 2.5 1.5 

















Specified load fa~tors 
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The wilitary aut~ori~ies re ~ erve the right to reject 
the existe&ce of t~c st rength p r o of in the case that the 
stipulated load factors ~re ~recisely obtained, but at 
which deformations occurred which in acco~dDnce to their 
own experience prove an unsuit8bl e design. 
The diagrarr.. of the air lo ad s, gi ven in figures 18-22, 
is reserved for spar, strut, anl~. ca.ble a.aa.l~i sis. Details 
res arding the loading and analysis of ribs will be found 
in T,E. (l'echnische J3erichte), vol. I, p. 81, an \~. fi6'.1.re 
23 . 
I n the C case, the loading consists of frontal pres-
sures Co and Cu equal to the resultants of the air loads 
acting as upwar d pressure 6n the raar portion of the wing, 
those acting an down pressure on the fore par t of t h e wing 
(fi g . 21) and of the turning u ome n ts Mo and Mu~ 
The load f actors in the 0 case a pply t o frontal pres-
sure Co and Cu only . The total load 0 1 the wing is com-
puted as C = Co + Cu' 
Fo~ wing-truss a nal y sis without a multiple the moments 
shall be 
Mo 00. X 1.75 to for u pper wing 
Hu = 011 X 1 . 75 tu for lower wing. 
In rib i n vesti g ations t h ese moments shall be 50 percent 
higher. 
I f the wi :u. gs have docal a Ge, one exp eri enc e s 1 i f t, the 
ot ~er, d r ne . Lift and drag are inversely equ iv a lent a,d 
are obtained either from the po lar diag ram or else shal l 
be est imated at 1 G for ev e ry d ecalage , and evenly distrib-
uted over both sp ars . 
Tho n oxt chap ter treats of tho rolation of load ao-
sorption of upper <lnd lower wing o f G. bi :~ l < ~1. 0 ,7ith differ-
ent stagger and win g inci d ence based on wind tunn el tests 
for tne four load cases , 
Decre ~se of Lift at Win g Tips 
At the wing tips the load p er un it leng th p, ot he r -
wise evenly distributed across the span, drop s to p/2 
(fig. 24) over a d tstance e quivalent to the mean ri b depth , 
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This assumption is valid for investige.ting the inner 
bays of tho spar·s only. Whon computing the oyorh'ang, the 
full load p, effective up to the wing tip, shall be in-
troduced. 
The load per unit length p stresses the wing cellule 
in two ways: 
a) by producing longitudinal forces in t h e members of 
the cellule and 
b) flexural stresses in the spars. 
The flexural stresses set up by tho partial forcos of 
p, which fall in the plane of t~e chord, can De ignored as 
so on as the wing because of ribs. internal bracing or strut-
ting, acts as homogeneous plate. 
Panel Poiut Loads 
These loads are deduced for the four load cases for 
which the air loa.ds and the loads per unit length have been 
determined. The most elementary assumption i3 that half of 
the transverse loading of the bays is transferred to the 
joirlts •. 
Improvement of these panel-point loa.ds according to 
tho calculation of tho bearing moments from the elementary 
Clapeyron equations, is readily effected with du~ regard 
to any existing displacements. Dotermin a tion of the ulti-
mate panel-point loads from the general Clape;r ron oquations 
is desired. 
Loading of Tail Surfaces 
The mean loading per unit area of fi~sd and movable 
tail surfaces is to be effected in accord with 
Table IX. Specified Mean Tail Loadin g 
Ai "pI ana type I" I+---=-~ I~;--I --~;'--I --;----
Mean k~/:~i:__ -:-h_1-~~:-t 1; I 2~;= 
Tn e aileron loading q is e Zfected at 200 kg /m~. 
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The effect of unsymmetrical wing loading, as in sharp 
turns, for instance, as well as the influence of an unsym-
metrical mass effoct by oblique landing, especially on cab-
ane, center-plane section, and center of fuselage, is to 
be investigated. 
In monoplanes, unbraced biplanes, and such with one 
plane of bracing, the strength test shall also adduce that 
the warping between the spars, measured at the wing tips, 
is no more than 50 in the A case, and no more than 100 in 
the C case. 
Strength Factors of Materials 
A final proof of the strength built up on generally 
known averages is not permitted. 
As concerns materials with accurately known strength 
factors, ihese factors, as well as the other material quali-
ties. such as elongation, ~oung's modulus, etc.), shall be 
determined by test and the obtained minima used irr the 
analysi s. 
For cables a~d wires, the elongation law must be proved 
in each individual case by test on at least three full-sized 
s ampl e s, wi th due regard to thimb1 e sand sp1 iO.e s. 
As to spars, the raw material quality figures must be 
proved in each case by tests conforming approximately to 
the actual loading attitude . 
Ereaking Strength - Easis of Strength Proof 
For air loads on the airplane maximum values are chosen 
so that the wing stresses computed therefrom may approach 
the breaking limit. The selection of these maxima is on 
the basis of the reasoning that, first the breaking stress 
of the most used material - wood - is readily attained from 
test sp ecimens , whereas the elastic limit fluctuates; sec-
ond, there is no simple relationship between loading and 
stressing a member in bending and buckling; for example, in 
such a case the bending moments under fourfold load are 
greater than double tho moments un d er twico tho load. 
C r 0 ssE r e.c i n g s 
These shall b e analyzed on the basis of the load by 
mass e f fect while landing (six times wing weight), provided 
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that none of the principal load cases A - D makes greater 
dimensions necessary. 
When the landing wires do not conform to one of the 
main load cases, their cross sections shall be 70 percent 
of that of their corresponding main wires, even if the test 
for mass effect in landing would permit of smaller sizes. 
Struts, Wires, Cables, Turnbuckles, Fittings 
Unless covered, these p arts shall have a strength mar-
gin .. of 200 kilograms each. 
In struts the effect of the initial stress is frequent-
ly higher than that of the air loads. It must be proved 
that the longitudinal force in a strut is below Euler's 
buckling load, and that by a n initial deflection of 1/200 
strut length the occurring s t ress under the effect of 1/2 
the specified breaking load d oes not exceed 50 percent of 
t h e breaking strength. 
Short me wbers stre s sed in compression, if the slender-
ness ratio 1:i ~ 105 for ingot iron and steel and < 110 
for wood, shal l be computed according to Tetma3er 1 s column 
formula . 
Fi t tings, sockets, connections, and turnbuckles must 
al wa y s be stronger than the wires . Instead of their anal-
ysis, o f ficial strength test reports may be submitted and 
the description must be such that the test can be repeated 
if deemed necessary. The fittings , in particular, must be 
t e sted very carefully, because the strength of the whole 
cellule is endangerod by a weak fitting ~ 
Fuselage 
The stress in the longerons and diagonals shall be 
analyzed from the loading actin g shaul tan eously on horizon-
tal and vertical tail surfaces. Besid.es, ample strength 
in compression and buckling of members in the region of 
t he cabana and of the body part between the wings mist be 
prove d under six times the f u selage weight from above (nos-
i n g over). Wh en pictur e-frane caban os a re used which, by 
e qual dimensions, are le s s ri g id co n0ared to such diagonal-
ly braced, t hE~ eff ect o f th e i r de f orma t ion must be shown 
in the anal y sis of th e staticallY i nd eterminate quantities 
of t h e win g cellu le. 
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The load on the hand control shall be assumed at 80 
kg; the foot control must be able to maintain a load of 
300 kg, 150 kg on each pedal. 
For the suspension of the g asoline tank with useful 
load and superstructures, the f orce applied horizont ~lly 
and vertically is assumed at 8 times the weight of t h e 
full tank for categories I and II, 15 times for cate gory 
III, and 20 times for the airplanes in categories IV an d V. 
The loading of the passenger seats shall be, in view 
of the mass effect: 
at least 200 kg for categories 
" " 300 "" " 
" " 400 " " ca.tegory 
Fins and Rudders 
I and I I, 
III " IV, 
V. 
In calculations of fins (fixed), rud d ers (movable), 
their bracing and fittings, the loading per unit of surface 
shall be raised to 300 kg/m 2 (for categories I and II, to 
200 kg/m 2 ). Members stressed in buckling, etc., shall be 
analyzed for an initial deflection of 1/200 of this length. 
Aside from the calculation of the rudder surfaces 
themselves, the torsional sti f fness of the rudder axes and 
the flexural strength of the levers shall be proved (applies 
to elevator, rudder. and ailerons). 
Landing Gear 
Here three loading conditions are assumed (fig. 25). 
namely, one-sided impact from below, from the front, a n d 
from the side. The loads A and B, as well as A and C 
shall be assumed as acting simultaneously. The loads shal l 
be at least the multiple of the static wheel load as g iven 
hereunder (50 percent of ai~plane weight for doublo wheels). 
Load Multiple of static wheel load 
A . 6 
:B 4 
C 0.6 
The energy absorption of the landing gear is figured 
(in rokg) at 
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Gross weight 
" " 
(kg) X 0.18 ill 
II X 0.26 II 
with aut omobile tires 
tire substitute. 
The specificat i ons further require that the travel 
should be 10 to 15 centimeters. with a stop. 
The Imperial Navy published in 1918. a set of "Gener-
al Design Specifications, for Seaplanes" along the l ines of 
the 1918 edition of the BLV. but differing as to h e ight of 
load factor, etc., namely: 
Table X. Loading Conditions for German Seapl a nes 
E class 0 & G class I R class 
Load factor (to 2.5 (to 5 (over 
tons) tons) 5 tons) 
---------------------------~----_.-
A case pull-out 
B II gllde 
C 11 di ve 
D II inverted flight 
Static tail loading (for 
fuselage analysis) (kg/m2 ) 
Dynamic tail stress (kg/m2 ) 





















G~ ~ ~~ i ~:c ~ ~~k anchor age ' ___ ~_~ _________ ~~_l ___ 6 
No data are given about stresses in seaway. Statical-
ly indeterminate float g ears have proved most reliable. 
Sp ecial attention must be given to the bottom strength in 
the fore ·· and after body. 
All seaplanes must be capable of being hoisted. Hoist-
ing gear shall be analyzed with five times the breaking 
load factor. No distinction is made between theoretical 
and experimental breaking load. Note the higher lo ad fac-
tors in the B, 0, and D cases of the first two classes up 
to 5 tons gross weight, a lthough the p oint of application 
of the load is the same as in figure 18, of the 1918 BLV . 
Stelmachowski, who took part in the tests on military 
airplanes as well as in the compilation of the 1918 13LV 
regulations, read a report in the summer of 1918 before an 
audienc 0 of airpl an e de Si gner s. in tended. to expl ain and 
give reasons for the 1918 loading conditions of the BLV 
(reference 37). . 
" 
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The design, or the evaluation, of an airplane proceeds 
fr~m two points of view: 
1. Satisfactory flight qualities; and 
2. Full development of these qualities without 
failure under unfavorable stress. 
The exploration of the air loads on an airplane has 
not yet reached the stage where they yield to mathematical 
treatment in all cases and, where an app arently clear pic-
ture of the effect of tho air loads is available; we lack 
• the mathematical tools to express the phenomena in a prac-
tical form. Neithor do all phenomena lond themselves to 
solution by experiment or measurement in free flight, for 
such maneuvers as a pilot, in moments of danger, a ttempts 
or executes instinctively, cannot be emulated at will. 
And these are the very cases in which tho airplane is most 
frequently stressed to the danger point . 
Consequently, we must chiefly rely on experience, as 
far as analysis of tho loadings is concerned. The usu al 
procedure is to assume ths.t one air p lane of known strength 
has proved capable of withstanding all air loads imposed 
upon it, even in the most severe cases, whereas another, 
not quite as strong, was unequal to the task; hence a 
strength must be prescribed which is greater than that of 
the second, and not greater than that of the f irst air-
plane, Now, if the strength of different airplanes is not 
greatly at variance, as actually is the case, the choico 
is fairly well limited. The load factors not being the 
sarno in different flight attitudes, these attitudes aro 
expressed by four IIprincipal loading conditions or cases 
A to D. If 
It would, in fact, be erroneous to select the same 
load factors for these load cases for all airplane types. 
The air loads on the wings correspon~ to the accelerating 
forces of the airplane in motion and they depend. up~>n the 
speed change, that is, they are greater as the airp~ane is 
faster and more maneuverable . Besides, since it is accept-
ed practice to make the desired speed an d maneuverability 
conditional upon the gross weight or the useful load, 'it 
follows of itself to classify t h e airplane types ac~ording 
to weight and useful load into di ff erent Ifstros~ catego-
ries" of which there are five at the p resent time. 
Admittedly, no classification can do all individuali-
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ties full justice, if it is to remain comprehensive. The 
mathematical estimate of tho strength of individual mem-
bers of the cellule is not identical with tho proof of 
tho strongth by test loading. In tho calculation tho wing 
cellule is considerod a framework consisting of individual 
members, whereas, as a matter of fact, the wings do not 
act as beams consisting of two flangos (spars) and fillets 
(internal bracos) each, but in part as homogenoous plates: 
1) because of the relatively closely spaced and spar-
connected bending-resistant ribs which, when one 
spar is overstressed, transmit at least part of it 
to the other under less stress; 
2) because of the unloading effect of the ribs, the 
edge strips and intermediate strips on the inter-
nal bracing; 
3) because of the not inconsiderable contribution of 
the covering toward the load distribution. 
These effects are disregarded in the analysis. For 
that reason it requires two regulations: one for mathemat-
ical proof of the strength with low, the other for test 
loads with high load factors in the load cases A, B, and D, 
but not in case C, because in view of the dimensions of 
the internal bracing a high frontal pressure is specified 
for the mathomatical proof and because the p late effect of 
the wings in a dive is of less validity relativo to the 
turning moments of the forces . (This consideration is 
rather abortivo, especially with a view to the compounCl. 
rib e ffe ct.) 
The result of those considerations are the load fac-
tors in tables VII and VIII spocified for the stress anal-
ysis and for test loading, Those loadings Rre to be in-
terpreted as breaking loads, i.e., under this load the 
members of the cellule may be stressed to within breaking 
strength. But that does not say that the loads obtained 
from the tables agree with the actual air loads. Although 
the magnitude of the air loads is not exactly known, it 
may, nevertheless, be said that no suoh high ait loads 
occur. Thus tho specified loadings contain a certain 
safety margin which should be around two times, and prop-
erly so, in view of the typo of loading and tho quality 
of the raw matorials. Hereby tho following effocts must 
be borno in mind: 
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1. The load on the airplane in flight is not steady 
but changes at times very rapidly; this has a vitiating 
effect on the qualities, especially the strength of the 
structural materials with respect to time. Added to this 
are vibrations owing to the rapidly changing loads and to 
the engine vibrations. 
2. The difficult or altogether unprovable bracing of 
the lift wires set up initial stresses in the structural 
members. 
3. The weather in time affects the strength of the 
structural members, especially when wood is used for spars, 
s t ru t s , rib s , etc. 
4. Experience proves that airplanes manufactured on a 
production basis are, because of subsequent strengthening 
and installations, usually heavier than the prototype on 
which the static tests had been made. 
All this supplies the basis for the reasoning to in-
terpret the loadings givon in the tables as breaking loads 
of the original airplana for static loading. And it would 
therefore be misleading and almost unthinking to assume a 
safety margin which would let the designer assume that ex-
ceeding the strength of any structural material might be 
permissible. 
The increments to the load factors in table VIII 
against those of table VII have been arrived at by experi-
ence. The comparison of the computed breaking loads with 
those from breaking tests revealed discrepancies up to 30 
percent. However, since they decrease with increasing 
size of the airplane, the increments ara in stages. Until 
further experiments prove the conventional load casos un-
reliable, they may be assumed as conformable to reality. 
According to more rocent aorodynamic resoarches, tho 
turning moments of wings heretofore a.ssumed for case C at 
Pv2 
M = k t (G - GF ) ~ 0.85 k Cw t F ~ (16 ) 
were too small; the coefficient should be k = 1.75 in-
s t e ad 0 f O. 67 • 
But experience teaches that the moments and load fac-
tors - apart from internal bracing of the lower wings -
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afforded to amp le dimensions; hence it would not be justi-
fied to increase the mo~ents. So in order to arrive at 
the known moments again, tbe load f actors for case Care 
omitted with the moments. But to avoid unduly weak inter-
nal bracing, the partial forces acting as fr ontal pressures 
in the plane of the wing are multi p lied by corresponding 
load f actor s. 
This regulation contains no contrad.iction; it allows 
for the fact that the spars are suitably dimension ed even 
in the other load cases, whereas the internal bracing is 
chieflY designed for diving. On top of that, a large pro-
portion of the air loads in a dive is t~~en up by the fu-
selage. landing gear, etc" which i s not included in the 
s t ress analysis nor in the load test. 
Hitherto it had been assumed that the distribution 
of air loads was even across tho wings. But that is not 
exactly so, especially at the tips and tho parts blanket-
ed by tho slipstream, Thus in tho analysis of the centor 
bays of the spars, a space equal to tho rib chord must be 
figurod with a decrease in evenly distributed loading p 
to p/2 at the wing tips. For the spar overhang, h owev-
er, the full loading p up to the tips must be assumed. 
All these considerations refer to a load symmetrical-
ly divi d ed on both sides of the center axis. But in a turn 
t h e load ceases to be symmetrical. Still no special load 
case is in troduced t because the asymmetri cal load s tre:3 s e s, 
chiefly the cabana or canter section and its supporting fu-
selage members, unfavorably. 
When defining the air loads on the t ail surfaces t h e 
same obstacles are encountered as with t h e wings. For the 
tail surfaces themselves, the prescribed loading would 
serve no useful purpose, because they are so small thn t 
even an abnormally high load would not entail any apprecia-
ble weight increase . The tail lo ad ing is import ant for the 
design of t h e fuselage. But becau so or its compa.ct s h ape, 
t h e latter must al ways be conside r ed a s a whole and b ecau se 
the discrepancies in t h e moments on t h e fusel a ge arc sli ght 
by different positions of t h e mean forcos or the tail load-
in g , only the amoun t of tail loadi n g is si gnificant. Thus 
tho problem narrows down to finding the maximum appearing 
t a il loading. 
The tail loading can be expressed by 
' . 
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(17) 
anQ is primarily dependent upon the speed and on the coef-
ficient. The maximum speeds are either approximately 
known for a given type or else specified. The maximum of 
c n dep ends on the stabilizer setting and on the elevator 
displacement, and then only the most unfavorable case 
needs to be considered. In this manner the loads, com-
piled in table IX, have been set up, and they are in close 
agreement with the latest experience. 
However, in view of possible damage during airplane 
shipping the loading for meubers of the stabilizer in 
group I should be raised to 200 kg/m2 and for those of 
groups II, III, IV, and V to 300 kg/m2 • Ailerons are cus-
tomarily figured at 200 kg/m2 • 
The load factors for the wing ribs in cases A, B, and 
D shall be the same as for the whole wing cellule; in case 
0, the moment specified for the cellule shou ld be raised 
50 percent. The ribs must be subjected to a te s t lo ading. 
The static tests must conform to established p c·,c·t ice and, 
f or the presen t at leastt, be carried to de s truc t ion. 
In the discussion following this report, van Gries 
su g g ested f or use in stress analysis instead of the break-
ing lo a d, a smaller load factor occurring in flight and 
there f ore corresp onding more closoly to reality, and also 
to u se t h e term Ifsafetylf a gain. The calculation could thon 
be ma d e within range of t h e cl a stic limit and would be morc 
accur a. te. 
Hoff replied that so long as we did not know the max-
imum service stress of an airplane, the Government Inspec-
tion Branch preferred the conventional break ing- load fac-
tor s rather than the individual factors: safety and naxi-
mu m service stress. 
II 
This opinion was also voiced by Kaiser, Mann, Muller-
Breslau, an d Reissner at a previous me eting of leading 
s tat i s tic i an s • 
MadelUrlg spoke on tho unsymmetricfl.l s t r~ssos of the 
cabane c aus od by mas s f orc c s on t he wi ngs, when one 1'Thool 
touches tho ground. 
When assumi n g an evenly distributod sand lO Rd ovor 
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the tail surfaces, there is the danger that the designer 
may be misled to save on size of tail surfaces, as actually 
admitted to me from several sources. Proceeding the other 
way, that is, assuming that moments act on the fuselage 
as result of tho air loads on tho wings, it will bo soen 
that those moments ate independent of the size of the tail 
surfaces. Its size may perhaps be deduced from load case 
B. 
Saber sky stressed the importance of strength of the 
structural components for, as he said, the failures always 
occur at the same places on our field service airplanes. 
I f the safety fac t ors for the important joints were raised, 
it might perhaps be possible to lower the now specified 
breaking load quite considerably. 
In his 1922 report on the strength of German airplanes 
(reference 34), Professor Hoff had this to say on the sub-
ject of strength of tail surfaces: 
liThe loads on the tail surfaces expressed as product 
of dynamic pressure, air-load coefficient, and safety fac-
tor are purely empirical figures. It is of interest to 
learn the factors of this product. Wind-tunnel experi-
ments conce d e that the figure caR = 0.7 may be consid-
ered high for tail surfaces of conventional designs. By 
as suming a safety factor of aroun d 2, the 1.4 part of the 
loadings of tables IX and XI would have to be introduced 
as mean dynamic pressure of the group, which for 0.125 
k g S2/m4 air density would correspond to the speeds given 
in table XI. 
Ta ble XI. Tail Surface Loading 
G r 0 u p I I I I i I I I I IV V 
Mean breaki~~ load (km/m2 ) 12o-rl2O~50 1 180 200 
Coefficient Cn 1.4 1 1 • 41 1.4 , 1.4 1. 4 
Calculated speed (km/h) 13~_ 135 I 150 L~~-~~=--
Actual mean top speed (km/h) 1 3 2 - 1 1 51 I, 170 193 
Corresponding c n factor 1.43 - 11.3611.29 1.12 
~--~'-----~----~--
The special emphasis on the unit surface loading of 
German tail surfaces was rather from t h e point of view of 
insuring propitious strength conditions than for aerodynam-
ic reasons. The characteristically German tail surfaces, 
narrow and deep, ar e t h e results, Efforts to overcome thi s 
were not lacking. A suitable way appears to be to utilize 
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tho tail-surface moment, which acts contrary to the wing 
moment for stress analysis. 
The developm8nt of these specifications can also be 
closely followed up in van Gries' book on Airplane Stat-
ics (reference 38). 
Performances of Airplanes Built During the War 
Part I is suitably closed with a review of the per-
formances of war airplanes, since all later loading condi-
tions were largely based upon war experien~e. Figures 26 
to 2 8 show the reoults of t~e wing-loading tests for the 
period from Jovember 1915, to December 1917. The load 
factor is plotted against the airplane gross weight. Th e 
marks 0 denote wing failure; the other tests, marked ., 
were stopped prior to fail u ro. Figures 29 to 31 show the 
load tests on tail surfaces. 
Figure 32 shows the winr loading of t~ e separate 
groups versus wing area. Oning to the military deman d for 
high coiling, th8 wing loading p f'V 50 kg/m 2 represented 
the constructional limi~ at that ti me. 
In figllre 33 the :naximum speed. v h ' obtained in un-
accelerated level fli ght, is p lotted a gainst the perfor m-
ance loading Gj::r. The average is 
vh rv 121 I ~- (m/s) 
IV G (1 8 ) 
Figure 34 shows the dynamic p ress~l.r8' qA' at wh ich, 
in case A load, t ile wing reaches the breaking load, varsr .. s 
the dynamic pressure qh for maximum horizontal f li ght. 
The average obtained quite 
Translation by J. Vanier, 
Na tional Advisor y Committee 
for Aeronautics. 
frequeTl tly, is 
(1 9 ) 
For Part II, see TI.~.C.A. Technic a l Memor a n dum No. 717, 
which follows. 
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Figure I.-Expectancy of wing stresses ( a , al)' and 
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Figure 3.-Polar of a 1911 air-





Figure 5.-Position' of wing 
spars ~~d rib load 
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Figure 4-. -Polar of a 1927 
mul tiengine land-
plane . CUrve a: wing polar, 
curve b : airplane polar curve, 
C1ITVe c : moment coefficient • 
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Figure 5.-Change to steep glide 
and pullout in hori-
zontal flight. 
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_____________ L-_ ........ l....-l 
Figure 2.~lbatros biplane, 
type F2• 1911. 
5 Figure 7.-Cable tensometer (taken 
-<- - from B & A of the WGL 
1922. p.148. fig.25). 
ca.tor 
Figure 15.-Deflections of leading ~~~~~~~~t 
edge of wing (source  
ZN. 1916, p.29. fig. 12). - - -+ ~ 
IMlIrn 
--- -..:--
----_ __ I 
Figure 14.-Sketch of wing with 
load Chart (sourcet 
ZFM. 1916, p.29. fig.9). 
.. 
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Figure 8.-Cable tensometer (Fig.26) 
Figs. 8,9,10,13 
Figure 9.-Cable 




Figure l3 • ...A.1r-
plane. 
wing under load 
test (from 1912/ 
13 DVL yearbook, 
pa&e 25). 
.' 
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Figure ll.-Instal-
lation 
h-J"' ------------'L of tensometer (From 
TBl ,p. 94, table 28) 
~!!~i4~oi:14 a.IIi. 
Lift wires d5~, d7~, d5r, d7r 
Flight in gusty weather 
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Figure 12.-Indicator records for cable forces 
(From TBl, p.84, table 25 & 26). 
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Figure 16 .-Distribution 
of total air-
pl ane yveight A over tho 
spars during glide at 
different path angles cp 
A) load on front spar . 
















Figure 17.-Directio!1 of air 
loads( source BLV, 
l c16, l!o..ge 8) . 
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I Fi.:':1.lre 2~ .-Distribution of a ir loads over wing load (A and B 
of WGL) 
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Figur e l B.-Position of 
ai r loads. 
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Figure 21.-C-case nose 
dive. 
716 Figs . 18 , 19,20,21,22 
Fi~re 19 .-A-ca se pull ou t. 
FigQre 20 .-B-ca se gliding 
fli ght. 
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